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By using 44  lIART " Accu mulators for High 
Tension circuits, you can at once eli minate 
all dry battery troubles the steady voltage, 
low resistance and bia reserve of power 
which  constitute  such  marked features 
of  " HART "  Low  and  High Tension 
Accu mulators, ensuring reception at its best 

HART ACCU MULATOR CO.,LTD., STkATFORD.LON.DOR.E.15 
• 
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Ask for 
T YPE 

I C A P A CI TY! 

2.500 milli-a mp.  hours. 

Regd. Design No. 719,181. 

le Supreme 
419k Tensim Batten) 

THIS BATTERY pruvities the most satis-
factory source of H.T. in existence. 
It will stand for six months at least, without 
detriment or loss of charge even when part. 
ally run down, so that its full capacity is 
available though the discharge be spread over 
such periods.  It can be recharged, and, 
reasonably cared for, will last for years. 
The discharge is steady, free from fluctua-
tions, and ensures pure reception against a 
silent background that is a revelation. 

• 

j PRICE 15/ 
• 04.4, 4411 0 , 0  • •  4• • •-• •  •  • • 

THE 

LONG - LIFE  BATTERY 

TYPE  2,500 milli-a mp. hrs. 

per  9d• 
20-volt 
unit,  per volt. 

Advertisement of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co.L.M. 

• Clifton Junction, Kr. Manchester. 

• 

Quartz. 

I have now succeeded in cutting 
the sort of Quartz described in 
American Publications. 

If allowed to remain in an ordin-
ary room, it gets damp and does 
not wol.k. 

When bearing a linger-print so 
faint that Scotland Yard would have 
difficulty in spotting it does not 
work. 

If you attempt to adjust the wave-
length by a small amount it does 
not work. 

But you can use such a neat little 
holder, 

And you don't have to watch 
meters—youmerely judge when the 
crystal is oscillating by the improve-
ment in the QSB. 

Those are the freaks which I 
apologise for having advertised twice 
the last two months. My ordinary 
cut will stand a teasonable amount 
of damp, grease and writing on., and 
the  wavelength can be adjusted 
within reason without impairing the 
oscillating properties. 

• Leaflet in nine languages on re-
quest.  Circuit detail,' are to be 
found in " Experimental Wireless 
for December, 1926, and January, 
1927, also in various issues of the 
" Bulletin." 

II V 

A. HIND MA N 
1, Lechmere Rd. London, N.W•2 

AL W A YS  M E N TI O N  "R  S G .13 ."  W HE N  PU R C H ASI N G. 
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High  Class 
American Type 

WIRELESS 
CABINETS 

FOR THE AMATEUR 
CONSTRUCTOR 

The outstanding  feature of 
these high-class cabinets is the 
alla with which the set may 
be withdrawn for alterations without interference to the wiring.  Made 
from well-seasoned Mahogany or Oak and polished by hand. 
Prices:  12  14  id  21  24  28  inches 
Oak  17/-  17/6  18/6  19/6  2016  21/6 
Mahogany  17/6  18/-  19/-  20/6  21/6  22/6 
Obtainable from all relb.ble dealera, if any difficulty write ti4.) the Manutts. 

Tha 12-14 and 18 in. are 8 ins. vide inside. 
The 21-24 and 28 in. are 9 turn. wide inside. 

FRANK RIDDIOUGH Si SON, Westgate, Bradford 
'Phone: 430to Bradford. 
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Constructors OVERNIGHT  22/6 12 
Transformer  ... 

TO 
1110 I 

= 
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about  your 
batteries  run-
ning  down. 
Order at once 
the remarkable 
OVE RN IGHT 
which is guaran-
teed to charge 
both your L.T. 
and H. T.  ac-
cumulators. 
The OVER-
NIGHT is silent, 
clean, odourless, foolproof, and automatic 
in action.  Stocked for all A.C.  50  
Mains.  Price complete with 
valves as illustrated 

I 

I 12  

Write to-day for free list with diagrams of the 
OVERNIGHT, together with list of Supre- 11 
cision Eliminator components, and Measuring E 
Instruments of every description. 

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO. II 
& 9, Talbot Court, Eastcheap, E.C.3. 
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Q.S.L. Cards 
in a variety of attractive styles. 
100, 716; 250, 11 6; 500, 18/1- Post Free. 

Samples free on application to 
T. WARBURTON 8c CO, LTD., 
77, Sackville Street, Manchester, 

CLECTRON 
PANELEGS 

PATENT NP 247725 

Sales Depart 
T. & R. Section 

Enamelled Emblems - 

Headed Writing Paper per 
100 sheets  - 

Rubber Stamps of Emblem 

Stereo Blocks (Emblem)  - 

Large Plaques of Emblem 
for fitting on car (enamel 
on metal) 

ALL  POST 

Send your order to— 

FREE. 

ent 

- each 2/6 

2/6 

each 2/6 

each 2/8 

- each 3/6 

Sales Department, T. & R. 
Bulletin, Radio Society of 

Great Britain, 
53, VICTORIA ST., WESTMINSTER, S.W.1 

All Cheques should be made payable to Sales 
Department, T. & R. Bulletin. 

e *ft 

SUPPORT WHILE 
YOU WORK ON YOUR 

WIRELESS PANEL 
2 41 PER SET 

OF FOUR 
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS 

OR DIRECT FRO M 

SOUTH WALES WIRELESSINSTALLATIONEt 
21, 22, ED WARD TERRACE 

Phorse - 1965.  CARDIFF. 

0 41 41 41 41 40 41 41 41 41 40 41 00 41 41 40  41 40 40 41 0 41 41 4, 4, 41 41 41 41 do  • •  • 4i 40 

Always mention 

R.S.G.B. 
when buying Wireless 

Goods. 
It will help You and Us! 

• • • • 
*a 
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Inc. Radio Society of Great Britain. 

THE Radio Society of Great Britain is a virile and progressive body 
of amateur radio experimenters banded 'together for promotion of 
knowledge and brotherhood of those interested in the Radio Art.  It 

exists also with the object of the advancement of the Art, the representation 
of the amateur in legislative matters, and for the disciplined use of the 
ether in so far as amateur experimenters are concerned. 

The policy of the Society is to accept to its Membership any person 
or persons who are able to satisfy the Council that they are interested 
in Radio Art, or who in their opinion are persons whose Membership is 
desirable in the interests of the Amateur Experimenter. 

The Society is recognised by the British Postmaster-General as being 
representative of the aims and objects of the experimenter.  We have 
members in every corner of the earth, and welcome inquiries from 
prospective Members at all times.  A bona fide interest in experimental 
Radio work is the only essential qualification. 

LIST OF BRITISH AREAS AND AREA OFFICERS. 
SCOTTISH AREA. 

Area Manager : J. WYLLIE. Esc". (5YG), 31. Lubnaig Road, Newlands, Glasgow. 
Consisting of the whole of Scotland, including the Hebrides, Orkney Islands, Skye, and the other 
smaller islands on the coast of Scotland, the boundary on the South being formed by the River 
Tweed and the Cheviots. The town of Berwick is included in the Scottish Area. 

NORTH BRITAIN AREA. 
Area Manager: S. R. WRIGHT. Esq., Associate I.R.E. (2DR), 14, Bankfield Drive, Nab Wood, 

Shipley, Yorks. 
Consisting of the Counties of Northumberland, Cumberland, Westmorland, Durham, Yorkshire, 
Lancashire, Lincoln, Nottingham, Derby, Cheshire, and the Isle of Man. 

M1D-BRITAIN AREA. 
Area Manager: CAPTAIN H. J. B. HAMPSON (6JV), 477. Earlham Rise, Norwich. 

Consisting of the Counties of Shropshire, Leicester, Rutland, Cambridge, Huntingdon, Northamp-
ton, Warwick, Worcester, Hereford, Stafford. 

SOUTH-EAST BRITAIN. 
Area Manager : F. A. MAYER, Esq. (2LZ), es Stilemans," Wickford, Essex. 

Consisting of the Counties of Essex, Suffolk, Bedford, Oxford, Hants, Sussex, Hertford, 
Buckingham, Berkshire, Hampshire, Surrey, Kent, Middlesex, and the Isle of Wight. 

SOUTH-WEST BRITAIN. 
Area Manager: Captain G. Court may Price, "R" Signals (20P), 2, St. Annes Villas, Hewlett 

Road, Cheltenham. 
Consisting of the Counties of Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset, Wilts, Gloucester, and the 
Scilly Isles. 

LONDON AREA. 
Area Mancger: G. A. EXETER (6YK), 142, Campden Hill Road, W.8. 

Area 25 miles of Charing Cross. 
NORTHERN IRELAND. 

Area Manager : F. R. NEILL, Esq., Associate I.R.E. (5NJ), " Chesterfield," Whitehead, near Belfast, 
Co. Antrim. 

SOUTHERN IRELAND. 
Area Manager: COLONEL M. J. C. DENNIS. C.B., Fortgranite, Baltinglass, Co. Wicklow. 

Q.R.A. SECTION :—C. A. JAMBLIN (68T) 82, York Rd., Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk. 

Membership Subscription Rates. 
Town Members (resident within a 25-mile radius of Charing Cross), El is. per innum. 
Country Members, 10s. 6d. per annum (plus 43. 6d. per annum for licLLETIN). 
Associates, 58. per annum no notices or BULLETIN is supplied to this grade of membership). 
An entrance fee of 10s. ed. must be paid by new Corporate Members unless they have been 
members of a Section. 
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HOME BROADCAST OUTFIT 

FOR GRAMOPHONE. 

Electro-Maguctie I'if 
Amplifier,  Switch  ( (iiittoi 
1. flit, Announcer's Nlieropnone, 

etc. 

t 
DIXON 

OtletalETER LIRA 

£7  17  6 

LESLIE 

" VIOLINA  The Perfect Loud  Si VIOLINA " 
Speaker  at Last 

We have acquired the stock of a Wonderful 
New Hornless Loud Speaker. 

This instrument comprises a handsome cabinet on violin lines, the top 
of which can be incorporated into any cabinet wireless set, the lid of 
the cabinet forming the loud speaker.  It can also be used as a separate 
instrument as illustrated, 

The "VIOLINA" Loud Speaker 
de Lure in beautiful  polished 

mahogany or walnut. 

MICRO -AMPS TO 
20 AMPS 

OUR  fl / 
PRICE dfig‘01 
/List Price \ 
E5  5 0 / 

With Reed Reproducer 
and Cord. 

Parking and Carriage 
in U.K.  Extra 

The DIX-ONEMETER 
LO WEST PRICE. 

2 000 VOLTS The ingenious system of Multipliers at 6,13 enables full scale readings of any value to be made 
50 OHMS mro  over an enormous range.  For instance the DIX-ONEMETER will measure signals on a 
50 M EGON M S Crystal Set, Grid Valve Current or a large Battery Current with equal ease and accuracy. 

E.M.F. from a millivolt to 2,000 volts or the values of Resistances betwc-en 50 ohms and 
WITH  50 megohms can easily be read on the clear scale with tine knife-edge pointer and reflecting 
o NE  mirror. The resistance of the 100 volt iange is 50,0() ohms, as nearly electro-static as a 

moving coil instrument can be. 
METER  THE DIX—ONEMETER is The Rolls Royce of Radio! 

(1) Is Absolutely Dead Beat.  (7) Internal Resistance, 500  (10) Accuracy  to British 
(2) Has Safety Contact Key.  ohms per volt.  Engineering Standards 
(3) Anti-Parallax Dial Mirror. 
(4) High Grade Sapphire Bearings 
(5) Front Zero Adjuster. 
(6) Full Scale Current only 2 ma. 
PRICES:  "DIX-ONEMETER," 

New DE LUXE 
M ODEL 

IS NO W THE RECOGNISED RADIO STANDARD. 
MILLIVOLTS TO  IGHEST GRADE 

(8) Sensitivity, 100 Milli-  for first-grade instru-
volts.  ments. 

(0) Knife-edge Needle and  (11) Polished  Bakel it e 
Double Scale.  Base. 

in case, reading 0-2 milliamps, 40 microamps. per div., 0-100 
millivolts, 55/-

PRICES FOR  : Current, all ranges, Milliamperes to 20 amps.,  each  6/6 
Voltage, all ranges To 100 616  To 150 7.'6  To 200 9/-  To 250 10/6 To 300 11/-

To 500 16/6  To 750 27/-  To 1000 361-  To 1,500 571- To 2,000 74/-
Cases, with base, for 4 multipliers, 4/-

MULTIPLIERS 

,Send us your e'u(Uifl& ft bynarnos and Alto Haters, Recorder„ Relays and Switches. 
1:.000 high Grade Ingruments of all ranges in s-toth. 

DIXON & CO., 218 7 Upper Thames Street, London E•C• 4 • 

Parr, Ad. 

SELECTED  OOKS FOR MEMBERS. 

The apparent high price of crystals is 
causing some comment. 

How's this for a change?  A crystal, between 2 and 
3 mm. thick and f-in. across, guaranteed to oscillate 
without reaction when used as suggested in " Experimf 

mental Wireless  for January, 1927. 

Nett price 10/- each, cash with order. 

Of course, there's a catch somewhere  That specification is almost worthless, 
you want yours for crystal control of your station. If you want to try 
crystals, have a cheap one—if you want to control your station have one of 

my regular lines as advertised last month. 

A. HINDERLICH Lechmere  n Road, Lon n,  do  N. W.2. 
  E gland 
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W aITH the ppearance of this the last number of  
our second volume, we are very glad to be able 
to announce that " fusion " has become an ac-

complished fact, and from now onward all members 
of the T. & R. Section are corporate members of 
the Incorporated Radio Society of Great Britain. 
So far as the T. & R. aspect of our work is con-
cerned, this is continuing as the Transmitter and 
Research Section of the Society, and all the old 
Transmitter and  Relay Sectional members are 
members of this Section.  Any of the original 
corporate members of the Society may become 
members of this Section without any additional 
payment of membership subscriptions.  Therefore 
all members are now primarily members of the 
Inc. Radio Society of Great Britain or, shortly, 
M.R.S.G. R  The letters T. & R. now indicate a 
corporate section of the Society which is mainly 
concerned with transmission research and may be 
used to indicate that the member is a member of 
this Section.  Formerly the individual member of 
the T. & R. Section had no say in the government 
and control of the Society unless lie paid two 
subscriptions, one for corporate membership and 
the other for sectional membership.  Now, how-
ever. every member has a vote which he can use 
in all matters affecting the government of the 
Society or other matters as, for instance, the annual 
election of Council, which is really a board of 
directors.  All applicants for membership holding a 
Post Office licence for working a transmitter are 
accepted into the T. & R. Section automatically, 
but special application will be necessary on the 
part of those applicants not holding such a licence. 
Is this all clear  Right. 
Certain technical difficulties have been respon-

sible for the fact that this announcement has been 
so long delayed ,but the great bulk of these have 
now been overcome, and the following is a brief 
summary of the terms under which the long expected 
" fusion " has been effected :-
1. All existing members of T. & R. to be ad-
mitted to corporate membership without pay-
ment of entrance fee. 

- 11••• 
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2. All new applications for membership to be in 
accordance with the amended Articles of 
Association of the Society, i.e. :— 

(a) To pay an entrance fee of 10s. 6d. if he is 
not already a member of a section. 

(b) Town members (resident within a 25-mile 
radius of Charing Cross) to pay an annual 
subscription of 21s. 

(c) Country members (members other than (b) 
or (d) below) to pay an annual subscrip-
tion of 15s. 

(d) Foreign  members  to  pay  an  annual 
subscription of 12s. 6d. 

(All the above subscriptions embody a sub-
scription to the  R. BULLETIN.) 

3. All town T. & R. members Esee 2 (13)] to pay 
forthwith the sum of Gs., this being the 

•  difference bet-wee it their present subscription 
and that of an R.S.G.B. corporate member. 

4. All  R.S.G.B.  corporate  members  already 
existing (all fully-paid members) to become 
subscribers to the BULLETIN, and an annual 
subscription of 5s. per member to be deducted 
from their annual membership subscription 
for this purpose. 

5. All R.S.G.B. country corporate members to 
pay an annual subscription of 15s. in order 
to bring them into line with T. & R. members. 
(The present subscription is 10s. 6d. per 
annum). 

6. The present T. & 1. Committee to remain in 
office and to be the Transmitting and Research 
Committee of the Society. 

7. The present Editorial Committee to remain 
in office for the purpose of dealing with 
Editorial and Publicity matters. 

Now, everybody, there are two things which 
have to be done to complete this bargain.  Every 
town member as defined in 2 (b) must remit Gs. to 
R.S.G.I3., 53, Victoria Street, SAVA, and we have 
to return one year's T. & R. subscription to all 
town members who have paid both R.S.G.B. and 
T. & R. subscriptions.  Will you let us have your 
6s. early. please ? 
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*R.S.G.B. Calendar. 
Wednesday, June 8.  Editorial Committee at 53, 

Victoria Street, S. W.1 (5.45 p.m.). 
Monday. June 20.  Meeting of Council at 53, 

Victoria Street. S. W.1 (5.45 p.m.). 
Wednesday, June 22. — •fl.ecture by II. A. P. 

Littledale,  F.R.A.S.,  it Fading  of  Wireless 
Signals; Studies and some Conclusions and 
Records."  (6 p.m.) 

Friday, June 24. —T. & R. Committee at 53, 
Victoria Street, S. W.1 (5.45 p.m.). 

July  3.  Editorial  Committee  at  53,  Victoria 
Street, S. W. 1 (5.45 p.m.). 
*Indicates that meeting is open to all 
members. 

'I' Indicates preceded by tea. 

Presentation to C. A. 3amblin 
(r):13T), 

QRA MANAGER. 

Members will recollect that three months ago 
we opened a fund for the purpose of presenting 
Mr. Jamblin with a memento of our appreciation 
of his pioneer work on the QSI. Section. 
On Friday, May 20, a real first-rate tennis outfit 

was on view at the Institute of Electrical Engineers 
with a card worded as follows :— 
" To be presented to OM jamblin as a slight 

token of our appreciation of his pioneer work on 
the Q.R.A. and Q.S.L. Section, which idea he 
conceived and very successfully put into execution." 
NOTE.  The  amount  collected  was  £4 15s., 

mainly contributed by provincial members and 
Northern  Ireland  (Radio Transmitters  Union). 
The cost of this outfit was £3 17s. 9d., and the 
balance is being sent to Mr. Jarnblin to spend on his 
station ! 
We think that members will be interested to 

learn that the type of present was selected by Mr. 
jamblin, and that he is very well pleased with it, 
and desires to thank all those members who so very 
kindly subscribed toward the sum collected. 

liVivemeter. 
The Section wavemeter is finished at last and 

now is installed at the headquarters in Victoria 
Street.  It has been calibrated at the National 
Physical Laboratory through the kindness of Capt. 
Eckersley, and a report and curve of the calibration 
has been obtained.  The wavemeter is of the 
heterodyne type and covers a range of between 
32 and 46 metres.  We hope to give a photograph 
and full description in our next issue.  The wave-
meter is now available for the use of members who 
wish to check their own instruments, and anyone 
wishing to take advantage of this facility should 
communicate with the Hon. Secretary, 53, Victoria 
Street, SAVA, when arrangements will be made. 
The scale of charges for calibration is as follows. 
16-24 metres, 2s. 6d. ; 31.3-38 metres, 2s. 6d. ; 

3848 metres, 2s. (id. ; 90-200 metres, 2s. fid. 
Apparatus for calibration must be sent carriage 

paid, and at owner's risk. 

*Members are warned that this constitutes the 
sole notice which they will receive, but that urgent 
notices may from time to time appear in W treless 
orld. 

SOLAR ECLIPSE. 
Jim() 192 

Details of arrangements for observations on the 
effects of the solar eclipse on radio recephon. 

Transmission. 
In our last issue we outlined very briefly the 

scheme which we had under consideration for 
enabling members to make aural and quantitative 
observations on the effects of the eclipse of the sun 
on radio reception on short waves.  Arrangements 
for a number of stations to transmit have now been 
completed, and these are as follows :-
100  metres  G5YG  (Glasgow)  (unmodulated 
carrier). 

90 metres G2N M (Surrey) (unmodulated carrier) 
1.5 k.w. 

46 metres G2 WJ (Palmers Green, N.) (modu-
lated 

32 metres G2OD (Gerrards Cross). 
44 metres G6 W W (Leicester) (modulated (. W.). 
23 metres 61Z (Aberdeen) (modulated C. W.). 

These stations will please note the programme laid 
down in May BULLETIN and adhere to this as 
strictly as possible.  Code words will be sent to 
the 23-metre and 44 and 46-metre stations in due 
course, and these will transmit their call signs at 
intervals which will be communicated to them. 
All stations will transmit their call for five minutes 
at the beginning of their transmission so that 
listeners can tune in and identify their station, 
and unmodulated stations (NI3AG and G2NN1) will 
transmit their call sign every quarter of an hour 
three times only.  in the event of a station having 
to close down for a brief period he should send a 
suitable message to this effect, and state how soon 
he expects to be " on the air" again. 

Reception. 
It is obvious that most useful work can be done 

by every member, and therefore all are asked to. 
prepare to carry out some test or other (other than 
transmission)  during  the  period  named.  We 
cannot emphasise too greatly the fact that all 
transmitters, except those above mentioned. will 
perform the best service by devoting their un-
divided attention to the receiver only and forgetting 
for the moment that they have a transmitter at 
hand.  The experiments which can be carried out 

depend upon the individual and his equipment. 
The object of the transmission of the unmodulated 
carriers on 100 and 90 metres is to enable those 
equipped with suitable instruments to carry out 
observations of a more or less quantitive nature. 
Needless to say, apparatus used for this purpose 
must be very stable and perfectly reliable as 
regards valves and sources of current supply. 
Valve voltmeters may be used with a certain 
amount of success if the high-frequency end of the 
set is perfectly stable, but this is not likely to be 
so if the valve is erratic in its emission or noisy in 
operation.  The sensitivity of the instruments used 
will play an important part in the results obtained, 
and only those with a minimum amount of lag 
should be used. 
In the March issue of the BULLETIN apparatus 

useful for these tests was described by Mr. D. 
Shannon in his article entitled,  " The Moon's 
Influence on Radio." 
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Programme. 
The programme will cover live days — June 27, 

28, 29, 30 and July 1 --and is as follows :-
5.40 a.m. B.S.T.  Transmitters start up. 
6.46 a.m. B.S.T.---Transmitters close down. 

Receiving stations taking part should set their 
receivers at the beginning of the test each day, 
and they should not be touched for the remainder 
of the sitting.  Listeners should note any unusual 
phenomenon  which  occurs;  such  phenomena 
might take the form of increasing strength, fading, 
atmospherics of unusual intensity, and the like. 
Such happenings should be plotted on a log sheet 
against the time of the occurrence to the nearest 
five seconds.  The BAIA'. will transmit a time signal 
from Greenwich every quarter of an hour (dot 
seconds) for two and a half hours daily during the 
five days, and members should avail themselves 
of these. 

To Find Your Station. 
In order to ensure that all stations transmitting 

receive a certain amount of attention from receivers 
the following scheme has been devised :-
First procure a map of the British Isles and 

which shows your nearest town or village.  Next 
take a piece of tracing paper or thin tissue paper 
and draw a circle about two inches in diameter, 
and divide this into six equal segments (angles of 
60) as shown in Fig. 1. The sketch made by 
you should be large enough to cover your map. 
Now place the tracing paper over the map so that 
the line Z-Z intersects Borth (Cardigan Bay, Welsh 
Coast) and Birmingham, and so that the point A 
comes immediately over Birmingham.  Your area 
now comes within one of the wedge-shaped pieces 
which converge on Birmingham, and you now find 
the station which you are to observe from the table 
given below 

Sector No. 
SI 
S2 
S3 
N 1 
N2 
N3 

Station WI. 
23 or 90 
44 or 100 
46 or 100 
23 or 90 
44 or 100 
46 or Dm 

Consult the table of transmitters to find the call sign 
of station transmitting on a given wavelength. 
It will be seen from the foregoing that each 

sector has one modulated station to observe, or, 
if observations are being made on the unmodulated 
stations for instrument observation purposes. the 
experimenter can observe on one of these stations. 
Members will greatly assist by adhering to this table 
throughout their observations, as by this means 
we are assured of a variety of reports. 
Observation stations in the Birmingham area may 

carry out the indicating method on a large-scale 
map of Birmingham. the line Z-Z being used as the 
East- West points of the compass and the point A 
laying over the Town Hall. 

Form of Reports. 

The reports should contain information bearing 
only on observations carried out on the above-
mentioned stations, and no other information what-
soever will be required.  Should in  other 
than that specified be required later, a request to 
this effect will he sent.  The log sheet can best be 
prepared from a sheet of squared paper (tenths of 

an inch), and information required is as follows : 
Date, time (to nearest five seconds if possible), 
nature of phenomenon (whether statics extra strong, 
fading, increased strength of signals, distortion, 
interference other than statics).  Abbreviations for 
these are as follows: Statics, S; Statics Extra 
Strong, SES ; Fading.  ; Increase in signal strength, 
IS (here also state R strengths, as, for instance, 
R-4 to R-(.3  Distortion, D ; Station Interference, 
SI.  Any comments of a general nature should be 
on a separate sheet of paper. 
Members sending record tapes should mark the 

details clearly on the back, and ‘'hat they portend 
to show should be stated. 

Reports. 
All reports and log sheets should he forwarded 

to lion. Organiser, Solar Eclipse Tests,  Radio 
Society of Great Britain, 53, Victoria Street. S. W.1, 
and results will be tabulated and prepared by ;NIT-. 
E. H. Robinson (2V W) for insertion in the T. & R. 
BULLETIN.  In each case there should appear at 
the head of the log sheet the observer's sector 
number and his name and address only. 

J. A. J. C. 

Notices.. 
The receiver tests referred to on page 4 of .‘pril 

BULLETIN  are postponed until November next. 
The next issue of THE BULLETIN Will be our first 
appearance as the official organ of the Society. 

N1 
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Late Ativertiseltients. 

TRA NSF() UNI ER  (G. E. C.).  22n- 1,20o 1.500 
volts ; 8u m.a. ; :35 cycle ; 20 hours use. 

£4 or offer. —PARGETER,  R. Signals.  Catterick, 
Yorks. (G6I'A). 

)1.10N  CONCERT  GRAND  LOUD 
SPEAKER, floating diaphragm. high  and 

low resistance base; new condition ; cost £8 10s., 
accept  £4 10s.  Western  Electric  Two-Valve 
" Wecomonv  Set, £5.  Two-Valve Super Power 
Amplifier, £4 los.  Both unused. — R. COPE (2MJ), 
197, Nortinlown Road, Cliftonville, Margate. 
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More Work Wanted on 
the Receiver 0 

By A. E. \\ALKER (G6 W W). 

The writer considers that we are shamefully 
nelgecting our receiving apparatus for short-wave 
C. W., and would like to put forward a suggestion, 
which, though not by any means novel, seems to 
have been generally overlooked by amateurs. 
The problems attending the reception of C. W. 

are entirely different from those which beset the 
reception of telephony, and we are able to make 
use of note-tuning for the former purpose.  Since 
the commercials are able almost perfectly to 
eliminate the  tremendous static prevailing on 
low frequencies, we, with our much more favourable 
ratio, should be able, entirely, to remove its dis-
turbing effects. 
Therefore, there should be no reasonable limit to 

the amplification usable, and since the thresh-
hold effect of an oscillating detector is negligible 
(I am open to correction), we ought to be able to 
hear on headphones anything which is on the air 
provided its frequency is absolutely constant. 
At the same time, the simplicity of the receiver 

would be admirable. 
There is no gainsaying the fact that, for amateur 

purposes, where rapid searching is the rule, more 
than one main tuning control is definitely a dis-
advantage, ankl I. am inclined to think that the 
(let-one-steps that the exponents of H.F. and 
superhets keep " for reference," get quite a lot of 
use, whilst the dust grows thick on the multivalver's 
knobs. 
Add to the det a multistage tuned A.F. amplifier 

and you have a receiver, which is untouchable for 
selectivity and sensitivity. 
1 do not think that we should experience much 

difficulty in making an A.F. amplifier, which would 
give an overall amplification of more than a million, 
at a frequency of, say, 800 cycles, with a very 
sharp cut-off on either side.  I should be glad to 
get in touch with anybody 'who has any interest 
in this matter with a view to co-operation.  Another 
advantage of this method of reception, if universally 
adopted, is that it would put paid to the merchants 
who persist in using rotten notes. 
So far as telephony is concerned, if we must use 

it, it would be easy to modify the set so that H.F. 
and flat A.F. could be used optionally. 
However, I. cannot see that any useful purpose is 

served by a mateur short-wave telephony experiments. 
If you can get your C. W. through R6 to R7, and 

there is no fading, you can usefully modulate it 
by methods that are well known, if not, it is quicker, 
if you want commercial accuracy of communica-
tion, to use telegraphy. 
Besides, it must be evident to anyone who has 

critically considered the short-wave B.C. that the 
only way to get telephony of commercial standard 
is to use a long wave and lots of megawatts to swamp 
the static. 
I feel sure that we can find out all we want to 

know about high frequencies, without causing 
additional and unnecessary QRAI, with more or 
less imperfect forte. 
I hope that someone will shatter my argument 

to pieces 

.An lateresting Otuartz Note. 
By M. F. J. SAMUEL. 

Some time ago a few tests were carried out at 
G5FIS on the effects of over-running a quartz 
slice  and it was found that, when the amplitude 
of mechanical oscillation became excessive, a strong 
air current came from the surface of the quartz 
and small sparks jumped from the top plate to a 
certain flaw in the slice, under certain conditions. 
The origin of this air current is rather mysterious, 
and it may be due either to a silent II.F. discharge 
from the surface, or, as seems more probable, to 
the tremendous velocity with which the surface 
of the quartz meets the neighbouring air molecules. 
This note is written for the purpose of warning 

those who notice small sparks, or who detect the 
draught from the quartz by placing the moistened 
palm of the hand just above it, to immediately 
reduce the reaction coil or the H.T. of the C.C. 
valve, unless they care to risk cracking the crystal. 
I. seem to have been the first over here to notice 

this effect, and Hinderlich asks me to publish it, 
so that he can use it as a standard method of 
indicating  excessive  amplitude  of  mechanical 
oscillation. 

Trade Note. 
We have received a new and very interesting 

price list published by the Western Electrical 
Instrument Co., Ltd., of 15, Great Saffron Hill, 
E.C.1, and this contains a collection of notes on 
the use of instruments in radio work which should 
be valuable to the amateur experimenter generally. 
The new type Model 506 2in. panel instrument 

is also described, and several other new and up-to-
date gadgets.  Readers may obtain copies of this 
list on application to the firm. 

Strays, 
5ML.  Re 213VI.„ F. W. Miles, 266, Earlsdon 

Avenue, North Coventry, will be pleased to co-
operate with any amateurs on wave-lengths of 
23, 45 and 90 metres.  Reports are welcome. 
GrI6MU reports that AI.2k X (formerly YDCR) 

is QRT owing to change of OR A.  In the mean-
time, mail may be forwarded through his old QRA. 
He is temporarily-transferred to A1.2K W at Karachi. 
6NIU is now working on 44.4 and 22.2 metres, 

with crystal control.  Thirty-two metres is also 
used for C. W. work.  At 04.00 GALT. on April 23, 
he worked NU62AT of Los Gates, California, on 
the 20-metre band, with crystal control. 
EF8PY in acknowledging a letter sent by G2ANTR 

on September 17, 1926, on May 9, 1927, states 
that the delay in replying is due to his getting 
married on September 21, 1926 ! 

Amateur Radio in 
Russia. 

By V. VOSTRIAKOY (R-05RA), Malaya Dmitrovka 
1OKV2, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

Amateur  transmission  in  Russia  has  only 
just  been  officially  allowed  and  recognised, 
and at the time  of writing eleven  amateurs 
have received licences.  The call signs allotted. 
which should not be confused with " receivers " 
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numbers, consist of two numerals followed by the 
letters " RA." 
The power allowed is 10 watts, except in the case 

of R-01RA (ex RIFL), who is licensed to use 100 
watts.  They are now all busy rigging up trans-
mitting sets, and some of them, we hope, will have 
QS0'd Great Britain before these lines appear 
in print. 
There are, too, in Russia receiving stations who 

are officially permitted to receive short wave 
signals, and they also have their official signs, 
which consist of the letters " RN " followed by 
numerals.  There are over 100 such stations at 
the moment. 
Receiving conditions are very different here 

from other parts of Europe, and certain countries 
are received yell  in some places and not at all at 
others.  For instance, near Leningrad one hears 
plenty of Finnish, Swedish and German amateurs. 
but only occasionally does an English or French 
amateur come in.  In Moscow the reverse is the 
case. 
Over a period of 30 days the writer heard 80 

English amateur stations and 30 French, and only 
one or two German and Swedish stations, and 
nothing at all from Finland.  Reception from 
American amateurs is not good, and telephony 
from Ii2XAF and 1:2XAD varies from R3- R6. 
This may in part be due to the electrification of 

all the towns, and the tramway services cause 
QRM everywhere, and, too, all our houses are 
covered with iron roofs, and these, too, doubtless, 
have absorption effects which are not directly 
noticeable, but, nevertheless, cannot help matters. 
English amateurs are undoubtedly the most 

consistently received here, the average strength 
being R4-R5, and their steady DC notes are a 
pleasure to listen to. 
The same thing applies to the British broad-

casting stations, of which quite a number are 
regularly received, and even some of the quarter 
kilowatt relay stations come in remarkably well, 
and even Spanish stations at 3,500 kms. are heard. 
In conclusion, I would like to say that I shall be 

pleased to forward ()S1. cards to any of our new 
amateur stations, if sent to me at the above QRA. 

V. VOSTRIAKOV (R-05RA). 

More Additions to Call 
Book. 

SOUTH AFRICA. 
Todd, P.O. Box 5,439, Johannesburg. 

A7M.---EI. St. John Randall, 84, Caledon Street, 
Uitenhage. 
A7N. —A.  V.  Hollins,  21,  Railway Cottage, 

Sydenham, Port Elizabeth. 
A70.  A. T. Law, 49, Sixth Ave., Parktown 

North, Johannesburg. 
Shakespear, 20,  Railway Cottage, 

Sydenham, Port Elizabeth. 
A7().---S. Larsen, P.O., Mayville, Durban. 
A7R.----A. G. Curtin, 45, Fifth Ave., Parktown 

North, Johannesburg. 
A7S. — W. Wilson, 12, Lonadown Place, Port 

Elizabeth. 
Arr. -T. Kleyn, Irrigation Dept., Addo, Cape. 

• 

A7U.  D. B. Truter, 40, Coleridge Road, Salt 
River, Cape. 
A7V. — W. H. Rhodes, 9, Sidney Road, Bertrams, 

Johannesburg. 
A7 W. —N. Paver, 72, Smith Street, Aliwal North, 

Cape. 
ATY. —J. Downing, Fordyce Road, Walmer, Port 

Elizabeth. 
ATL. --E. M. Aspeling, 18, Mackay Street, Port 

Elizabet h. 
RHODESIA. 

3SR.----E. Jephcott, CJ()  G.P.O., Salisbury. 
4SR. -D. Mail, Box 165, Buluwayo. 
1SRA.- -Portable Station of 1SR. 
2SRA. —K. C. Vynn, Box 387, Salisbury. 
3SRA.--Rev. Tull, do Post Office, Mrewa. 
4SRA.--E. C. I. Ade, Box 267, Salisbury. 

ARGENTINE. 
BIT5.  M. Cardeitosa, Caseros 960, Cordoba. 

JAPAN. 
FHB.  Takagishi, Electro Tech. Laboratory, 

Ministry of Communication, Tokio, 

SWEDEN. 
SM RG. —Gesta Siljeholrn, Kristianstad, Sweden. 

DENMARK. 
7ZG.  H. T. Petersen, Fribo, Ostergade, Norre-

sundby. 
71 T —A. J. FaurhOj, 5 liumlebackgade, Copen-

hagen. 
FINLAND. 

*2NA. —Helsinki 

*2NB. —B. A. Petrelius, 
*2NE. —Bjorn-Erik Bjorkbom, Villa Solbacka, 

Grankulla. 
*2N.I. -S. R. Peacock, Estnasg. 7C, Helsinki. 
*2NJ. —A. Valmari, Siltqsaarenk 8-10, Helsinki. 
*2NK. - S.  R.  Mariner,  Flinkin  Huvilla, 

Leppavaara. 
*2NL.-

Radiokerho,  Kiuuvink 7D, 

F.  Andersin,  Konstanting,  9A, 
Helsinki. 

412N0. —U. A. Aittola, Santahamina, Helsinki. 
*2NI).---.R.  K.  W. Lundquist, Korkeavourenk 

30, Helsinki. 
*21CQ.- A. A. Efakkonen, Pietarink 12, Helsinki. 
*2NT. —G. R. Nordfors, Brando Pilviksvagen 7, 

Helsinki. 
*2NU.---A.  U.  S. Schroeder,  Ahlquistink 9, 

Helsinki. 
*2NV.  T. I. Leiviska, Linnak 5D24, Helsinki. 
*2N W.  K.  E.  Brummer, Katajanokank 4D, 

Helsinki. 
*2NX.  H. B. Jalander, Nylandsg. 3-5, Helsinki. 
2NY.---E. Heino, Runebergink 29, Helsinki. 
3NL.---E. E. Kolehmeinen, Lasitehtaan Kansa-

koulou, 
3NM. -0. A. Mho, Otavallank, SC, Tampere. 
6N1(.. —K. E. Heinonen, Taufumaki, Jyvaskyla.. 
*7NF.----J. S. L. Jaaskelainen, Kuninkaank 35, 

Kuopio. 
*7N0. -K. Finne, Suok 30, Kuopio. 
(The stations marked with a * are corrections 

of those QRA's given in the Log Book.--G2BZC.) 

EDITORIAL NOTE. —These additions and those pub-
lished in the February Bulletin are both due to Mr. 
M. W. Pilpet.  We are always glad to receive these 
lists for publication. 
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Safety First 
I  I: are not sure whether there is any special 

copyright upon the above slogan, but we 
are going to adopt it in this instance when we 

make a plea for transmitters to take more care of 
tnemselves . 
It has been our business lately to visit several 

ham stations and to observe the utter callousness 
displayed by many to the risks they run for in 

sudden death.  Now that powers 113ive 
generally gone up, and as it is customary to use a 
plate voltage of some thousands of volts, you 
have all the elements for producing a vacancy 
not only in your family but also in the T. & R. 
Section.  If we related all the horrible things we 
observed during our visits your insurance premiums 
would suddenly rise.  We will merely state that in 
one case a member was conveying his plate current 
up to the choke by a piece of ordinary bell wire, 
with its cheap paratfined cotton covering, and 
this was under his elbow while he was copying, 
while the aforesaid choke was within six inches of 
his forehead.  In another case a ham was using 
the 1-1.T. transformer under the table as a footstool. 
Now, we admire nerve, and further think that 

while many of the elaborate precautions demanded 
by the authorities in Factors- Acts and other rules 
are often unnecessary, we must consider it our 
duty to demand that hams shall take more care, 
not only for preventing the loss of members but 
also for the purpose of wakening up our relations 
to the fact that transmission is precarious occu-
pation.  Think what would happen if one of us 
got a packet which laid him out stiff.  How the 
daily Press would make copy of it and produce no 
end of a scare.  Not only would the life insurance 
people sit up straight, but also our relations might 
have something to say. 
We were, however, very pleased to see in a few 

stations, namely. those where systematic tidiness 
prevailed, that special care had been taken to 
guard against accident by a few simple precautions 
which could well be observed by all.  We refer 
to the careful placing of all positive high tension 
wires out of reach and painting them a bright red. 
In most cases the familiar Hartley circuit is used 
with choke feed to the plate.  In this case the only 
dangerous elements arc the ELF. choke, plate leads 
and the blocking condenser.  These few com-
ponents can easily be placed at the back of the 
table well out of reach.  The chief element of 
uncertainty is the blocking condenser, and we must 
see that this is a sound one.  A breakdown in 
this will spread the high tension current all over 
the  station, with  possibly  fatal  consequences. 
Above all do not buy a cheap fixed condenser of 
the B.C.L. receiver variety for this purpose.  It is 
simply asking for trouble.  Go to a reliable maker 
and tell him the voltage it has to withstand and, 
if possible, see it tested to well over the maximum 
pressure you propose to put upon it.  If there still 
is any doubt of reliability in the condenser you are 
going to use, put two large ones in series. 
Then there is the H.T. transformer.  If you had 

to comply with authoritative rules in the use of 
this, you would find it would have to be caged in 
with automatic means to ensure disconnection 
before access could be gained to it.  We can 
hardly expect the ham to go to this expense, but 

he can at all events fix it up on the wall out of 
reach.  Please also remember that the iron core 
or case should be connected to earth.  It is nothing 
unusual for a transformer to go to earth or break 
down its insulation when the whole case becomes 
alive.  Damp upon a porcelain terminal block 
due to condensation has been sufficient to make 
the iron enclosure case alive, and trouble would 
have occurred if it had not been earthed. 
It is also better not to put a switch on the 

secondary side of the transformer.  Put it in the 
primary only and in such a position that it can 
easily be turned off when it is proposed to make 
any adjustments. 
Rectifying arrangements are also a source of 

danger and must be treated with caution.  In the 
case of valves for rectification, these are best 
supplied from a small transformer with efficient 
insulation to withstand the pressure of the main 
transformer.  It is always best to let the maker of 
the main transformer also make the filament trans-
former, when he will be able to see to the points to 
render the insulation quite safe.  If accumulators 
are used to supply the filaments of the rectifier 
valves, remember that the whole accumulator will 
be at high potential and must be carefully insulated 
from earth.  The writer once had a hole pierced 
in the bottom of a celluloid case by a discharge 
owing to neglect of this precaution. With chemical 
rectifiers special precautions must be taken, and the 
oil cup insulators obtainable from accumulator 
makers are the best thing to use for the support 
of these. 
We once saw in a diagram of possible positions 

to place the key in a transmitting set, a place 
marked between the HA:. choke and the varve 
plate.  We only can hope that nobody copied 
this, at least all but the person who made the 
diagram. 
Finally, do not forget the charge in this big 

smoothing condenser, which is quite as ready to 
lay you out after you have turned off the primary 
switch.  It is a fine idea to put an extra pair of 
contacts on the change-over switch to discharge 
the condenser when you change over to " receive." 
The discharge should be made through a few turns 
of wire acting as a choke, which lets the condenser 
down gently damping out the oscillations.  The 
customary practice of discharging a big condenser 
by placing a screwdriver across it and obtaining 
the usual " smacks' spark " is T.Pery bad for a con-
denser and imposes great strain upon the di-
electric. 
We trust these few remarks will lead our readers 

to pay respectful attention to their H.T. supply 
and regard it as a thing not to be played with. 
Remember, we have not nine lives like the prover-
bial cat, and one dose of a couple of thousand 
volts with any power behind it is usually sufficient 
for a human adult.  He generally does not come 
back for a second helping for obvious reasons. 

Station Procedure 
By G6C1,. 

I
T is considered that a short  description of 
up-to-date station procedure may not be out 
of place at this time. 
It is appreciated that no very hard and fast 

rules can be laid down by any one person, but a 
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general description of current-operating methods 
may be of interest. 
Considering, firstly, the method of call up.  It 

is still debatable whether or not a G station is 
within its rights in calling " Test," and until an 
official ruling is given we must assume that it is 
the  invitation  signal  for communication  with 
another station on or about the wavelength of the 
transmitter.  The question as to the length of 
such a call has been discussed t Ar many, but it is 
felt that no very definite rule can be fixed ; how-
ever, suggestions are as follows :— 
(11 II the band is free from serious interference, 

call " Test " three times, followed hy the call sign 
three times, and repeat all three times.  If keying 
is made at about 15 w.d.m.. the test call will take 
about one minute to send. 
(2) 11 the band is busy, use the same procedure 

as above, but extend the length of .the call to three 
minutes. 
In the case of test calls designed to be acted on 

by some particular country, it is suggested that 
the Intermediate only be used after each word 
" Test "—thus, an invitation for communication 
with the States would be sent as " Test I'," " Test 

" Test i de  -." 
In the case of a test being required on a different 

band to that of the transmitter, the suggested 
method of call is : " Test 35 de 
The misleading call up 41 Test dx  is of very little 

use, as "  " may mean in the case of the 45 hand 
any station over a 1,000 miles away operating 
between 311 and 45 metres. 
In the case of replies to a " Test " or " Cq " call, 

it is suggested that the duration of reply be 
-entirely governed by the amount of traffic on the 
band of the calling station.  Providing no serious 
interference is being received, a two-minute " triple 
repeat " should suffice, but when interference is 
bad. it is considered advisable to call the station 
by its own call sign, for at least one minute before 
signing, and then repeat again at least twice for 
the same length of time. 
Iiefore calling any station, it is advisable to listen 

on  your own exact wavelength for jamming. 
This is of particular importance. when operating 
low-power transmitters, and saves much useless 
" Key Punching." 
Considering, now. procedure as applied to actual 

test reports. we find at the moment all sorts of 
contractions and methods of imparting information 
in use. 
Gathering up all of the many reports which have 

been  received  recently,  the  following  general 
methods, after initial contact, seem to be the best 
for easy interpretation and conciseness :-
2.A.E. G.G. 2.C.E. —R O.K. all  - 

1_< must • I sual thanks, 
R part only ) etc., etc. 

i'R Sigh. R on 2.V.S. —No QSS. 
on 3.V.S. ---SI'M OSS • 

QRH (if asked 
for  and  add 

QSB DC i Pt • R E  I sTim  word APPROX 
RAC  I (;1* I )  unless you have .  ! UNST1)1  — - 
AC  ROUGH  lc m Rpi  your receiver or I.G.W. i \VOBBI.N.''  wave meter ac -

curately  c a li - 
brated 1. 

QSSS (if noticeable or asked for )(21T. ? 

R  (or if a test is required) 
QRV FOR TEST OF VALVE 

WAVE LENGTII 
FONE 
COUPLING 
ETC. 

--G---G  2CE--K. 

It is realised that this example is only one of 
many that could be given, but it will serve as an 
illustration of correct current procedure. 
It should be mentioned that, when seeking your 
)R K and O K it is only necessary to use the group 
"I INV ? " ; it is almost certain that the other man 
‘vill give you this information without using the 
conventional abbreviations. 
In asking c2RA  the following procedures are 

recommended :— 
(a) In the case of a G station : ask (2R.N.1( ? 
(Is your address as published in call book ?) 

I3y the time these notes appear, it is anticipated 
that the T. & It Section will have published an 
official call book. 
Alternatively, query his town as given in your 

latest call book. 
(1)) In the case of French, Dutch and Belgian 

stations, ask for town and suggest (2SL via RSGli. 
(c) In the case of all other stations ask for full 

QRA, or query the town as shown in your latest 
call book. 
In giving QH.1., the following methods are 

suggested :----
(1) In the case of G stations, state town, and give 

full QRA if asked. 
(2) In the case of French, Dutch and Belgian 

stations, give town and state that you will QSI_ 
via RSGB. 
(3) In the case of all other stations, give full QRA 

or check back if your QRA has been already 
correctly given by the other station. 
Considering now the international abbreviations. 

In the form as laid down in most handbooks, the 
meanings of several seldom-used groups are rather 
obscure. 
The following free translation has been made, 

and it is thought will prove of some interest, 
especially by the newer amateurs :_— 
QRA  Locality of station. 
GRAR ? is your address as published in call book ? 

Distance  between stations  (in  miles, 
unless otherwise stated). 

(21(1-1  Wavelength. 
Signal strength. 

QRM  Interference. 
Q RN  Atmospheric interferences. 
Q1(0  Increase power. 
QRP  Reduce power. 
QRS  Send slower. 
Q R'I'  Finishing transmission. 

No further test. 
(AIR W  Busy. 
QRX  Stand by. 
QRZ  Signals are weak. 
QSA  Signals are strong. 
QSB  Character of signal. 
QSC  Poor sending. 
QSP  Time. 
QSL  Receipt Card. 
QS0  Communication established. 
QSR  Request to relay message. 
QSS  Fading. 
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QSS  Swinging. 
OSUF  Land Line (telephone). 
QSY  Wavelength change. 
c2SZ  Send each word twice. 
QTA  Send each message twice. 
narc ? Have you any test to make ? 
Certain other abbreviations which have come into 

more or less general use are set out below: 
DX 
W X 
RX 
XMTR 
TNX1 
TKS 
PSE 

? 
vy 
CUL 

I.ong distance. 
Weather. 
Receiver. 
Transmitter. 

Thanks. 

Please. 
How are you receiving me 
Very. 
See you later. 

NIonth. 
-  

Australian 

JANUARY 

IMP 

.FEBRUARY 

MARCH 

APRH. 

•• =1. 

MAY 

JUNE 

M D. 

JULY 

At GUST 

41. 

State I )f 

( ) R N. 

Cl'AGN  See you again. 
SN  Soon. 
DE  From. 
ES  And. 
The conventional methods for describing the 

number of valves and their purposes as used for 
reception are as follows :-
0---V-  No stages of high frequency detector 

and one low frequency stage. 
Same as above, but two low frequency 
stages. 

1--V -0  One stage of high frequency and 
detector. 

The first digit indicates the number of high 
frequency valves (if any) used  the letter  
shows that a valve is in use as the detector. whilst 
the last digit indicates the number of low frequency 
valves (if an  in use. 

est Times for Reception, 

Loudest Signals Heard. 
From Europe. 

Average. 
Fair  5 a.m. 
Bad  6 p.m. 

Loudest Signals Heard. 
From Europe. 

--• 

Sydney Time,  G.M.T. Time. 
to 6 a.M.  7 p.m. to 8 p.m.  Evening 
to 7 p.m. (Sundays)  8 a.m. to 9 a.m. (Sundays)  before 

Fair  5 a.m. to 6.30 a.m. 
Bad  6 p.m. to 7 p.m. (Sundays) 

Fair 
Fair to Bad 

Fair 
Fair 

Fair 
Fair 

Fair 
Fair 

Fair 
Fair 

Fair 
Fair 

SEPTEMBER  Fair 

OCTOBER 

NOVEMBER 

-M• 

DECEM BER 

  • • 

Fair 

Fair 
Fair to Bad 

Fair 
Bad 

Fair 
Bad 

5.30 a.m. to 7 an. 
4.30 p.m. to 6 p.m. 

5.30 a.m. to 7 a.m. 
4 p.m. to 5.30 P111 

5.3() a.m. to 7.30 a.m. 
4 p.m. to 3.30 p.m. 

5.30 a.m. to 7.30 a.m. 
3.30 p.m. to 5 p.m. 

5.30 a.m. to 7.30 a.m. 
3 p. n. to 5 p.m. 

5.30 a.m. to 7 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. 

7 p.m. to 8.30 p.m.  Evening 
.a.m. to 9 a.m. (Sundays)  before 

7.30 p.m. to 9.p.m. 
6.30 a.m. to 8 a.m. 

8.30 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
7 a.m. to 8.30 a.m. 

8.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. 
7 a.m. to 8.30 a.m. 

8.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. 
6.30 a.m. to 8 a.m. 

:1.30 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. 
c, a.m. to 8 a.m. 

8.30 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
6 a.m. to 8 a.m. 

••-•••• = =. 

5 a.m. to 6.30 a.m.  I 8 p.m. to 9.30 p.m. 
3.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. 

5 a.m. to 6.30 a.m. 
4 p.m. to 3.30 p.m. 

(4.30 a.m. to 8.30 ii.111. 

7 p.m. to 8.30 p.m. 
6 a.m. to 7.30 a.m. 

4.30 a.m. to 6 a.m.  6.30 p.m. to S p.m. 
4.30 p.m. to 6 p.m.  6.30 a.m. to 8 a.m. 

Evening 
before 

Evening 
before 

Even mg 
before 

Evenirig 
before 

Evening 
before 

Evening 
before 

Evening 
before 

Evening 
1)1' fore 

Evening 
before 

4.311 a.m. to 6 a.m.  6.30 p.m. to 8 p.m.  Evening 
5 P.m. to 6.30 p.m.  7 a.m. to 8.30 a.m.  before 

•••••• 

T. H. I IARRIS. 
Sydney, Australia 

Members are reminded that they are represented on the Broadcast Advisory Committee. 
Therefore should they desire that any matter concerning Broadcasting be brought directly to 
the notice of the 13.13.C., they should communicate with the Hon. Secretary. 
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It cannot be too strongly emphasised that a 
report, unless accurate, is useless —better is it by 
far that the greetings and trimmings be omitted 
if the report is to be skipped.  In this matter, it 
is of great importance when giving signal strength 
to state definitely the number of valves used for 
reception. 
Analysing nearly 200 cards received during the 

past six months, it was found that 16 per cent. of 
stations were using either one or three valves, 
whilst eight cards failed to give any particulars 
of the receiver. 
The actual figures being:  152, two-valve;  19, 

three-valve ; 11, one-valve; 8, no particulars. 
From these figures it is a conclusive proof that, 

unless this information is given, the report loses 
much of its value. 
It is hoped that these few suggestions will prove 

of general interest to all, and of special interest to 
the many new amateur enthusiasts who have 
recently entered the ever-growing circle of seekers 
after radio knowledge, as it is to be found in that 
branch known as Ham radio. 

• 

Wanted Data on Your Short 
Wave Sets, 23 :Metres. 

We are open to consider brief articles hearing on 
this subject and containing the following par-
ticulars :— 

Circuit diagram of transmitter. 
Power supply, filter and chokes, etc. 
Aerial and degree of coupling. 
(.2SB.  DC seems impossible unless crystal 
control is used. 

Type of receiver, filament, chokes, etc. 
We hope to publish a special 23-metre numher 

very shortly if the material is forthcoming, and 
many members should have gathered valuable 
data as the result of the recent test. 

it Am I Wasting My Time on 
You?  the Brassfounder's 

Anthem. 
Am I wasting my time by thinking you're mine. 
And calling the way that I do ? 

Will the Heaviside layer just answer my prayer 
To C.1SO QSA you ? 

Will I lose in the end and just hear you send 
Another five hundred " CQ " ? 

At the end of the day will  send me away, 
Plus a QS0 6th NIT ? 

With prolific apologies to the composer and the 
libel on 6th Dist. NU 

R. BLOXHAM (EG5LS). 

Strays. 
Gl6NIU  reports  that  SS2SE,  of  Singapore, 

informs him that the local government has fixed 
the prefix for Malay as " VS." 
SS2SE is now working on 21.5 metres, and says 

that the higher wavebands are almost useless out 
there during the summer owing to (.)1n1 and QRN. 
He hopes to be home in May, 1928, when he hopes 
to meet his radio friends " in the flesh." 
GlliNIU wishes to know whether any other 

members have ever worked any of the Malay 

stations on phone. as he has just succeeded in 
working VS1AB (ex SS2SE) on phone, power about 
65 watts input, wavelength 22.2 metres. 

Syllabus for 1928-1928. 
We are now open to consider papers for presenta-

tion before the ordinary meetings at the I rHtitution 
of Electrical  Engineers during the above-men-
tioned session.  These papers will be published in 
full in the BULLETIN if they are first submitted in 
M.S. form and clear illustrations are provided. 
These illustrations need not 1w a finished product, 
but must be clearly drawn. Members who wish to 
read papers or give lectures in respect of  hich 
they have not Previously prepared a Ma nueript 
should state clearly the title of the lecture and the 
ground which it is proposed to cover.  Abstracts 
of the papers will also be published in " Wireless 
World " in certain cases.  We are particularly 
desirous of preparing the syllabus well in advance, 
and would therefore be glad if members would get 
into touch with lite Hon. Secretary early. 

Convention Date. 
It has been arranged that the Convention will 

take place at the Institute of Electrical Engineers 
on September 30th and ( )ctober 1st, 1927. 

News and Notes fro 
the Areas. 

Instructions for Contributors. 
These Notes  have now begun to assume great 

proportions and owing to the large number of stations 
involved, they lake up a considerable amount of space 
in the BULLETIN.  Moreover many members do not 
apprecrate that Area Managers hace plenty of work 
on hand and that if they rendered concise and pointed 
reports much time would be saved. 
The following rules have therefore been prepared 

in order to assist both Area Managers and reporting 
members 
(1) State total stations worked. 
(2) Give details of localities, i.e., whether G's, Z's, 

U's, etc. 
(3) Stale power used. 
(4) State source of power supply, whether home-

made A.C., D.C., Dry Batteries, etc. 
(5) Best D.X. for month and brief detail of report 

by the station worked. 
(6) Any remarks relative to your station, to be brief 

and not more than 30 words. 
(7) If you write your Area or District Manager 

and expect a reply, write on separate sheet of paper 
and enclose a stamped addressed envelope for Ihe 
reply. 
(8) Your report must reach your Manager by the 

date tnentioned at the head of his Notes from now 
onward. 
(9) Avoid the use of abbreviations and wrongly-

spelled words. 
(10) Area Managers should submit their reports to 

Headquarters by the 16th of the month preceding 
publication. 
If it is apparent from the Manager's retort that 

any member has not observed these rules or should a 
Manager report that a member is not observing them, 
the Editor reserves the right to delete the paragraph 
referring to his station. 
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QSL Section Report. 
This Section has been kept fairly busy this month, and one cannot 

help deploring the lack of euvelopes, which, although some may not 
realise it, causes a considerable amount of extra work. 
May 1 put forward a suggestion to members using this Section, 
when you send in your cards for distribution, enclose an en-

velope each time, that will keep your supply well up. 
DO NOT FORGUT To ITT YOUR CALL SIGN IN THE TOP 

LEFT-HAND CORNER.  TNX. 
All cards below claimed before this issue are cancelled. 
2ab, *2.agw, 2az, wal, 2aj, riatu, .al. 5ak, 6ak, 6ao, 6ai, liar, clad, 

2bb, 2hq, 21w-n. 2bri, 2bw, 2bp. ribx, 5bv. 51W, 6ba, 5cz, iki, Ocj, 
6ds, 2zg, siza, 6z13. 6zni, 21u. Gig. 2gy, Figs, 440, 2hp. 511w, 611f, 6hz. 
6hh, 2ig. 2ju, 2je, 5jw, rat, flic, 01g. 2kf, 2kt, 2kx, 2ka. 5kz, 5ka, 
5kz, 5ka, 6ks, 6ku, Mx, 61d, 61p, 61v, 6...Pinw, 2ma, 2mh. 5mx, 5rni, 
!ma, runk, Gina,  rik,  nr, 2nj, 5nj, 5nz, 2oq, 5of, 6oh, tiot, 5oz• 
.5qw,  6qu, 6qz, etqw, 5pg. 6pti, 6qh, 6pg, 2rr, 5ru, 5ra, 2sz, 
2st, 5sq, fisw, 5so, 5sn, (hr. 2ty, Otx. (lid, thin,*Ivy, 5ut, 6vt, Guy, 

5wq, (his, 2xs, 5xo, 5x1). Ovii, 2yd, 6yu, 6yv, ynt, 6Y(1-

QRA Section. 
1 am n informed by French s1_)(j that French amateurs calls from 

sIF to s>s1.., as publis het I in the R . S.( 1.13. Call Book, have now been 
cancelled. 
I have had a letter from H. Rtis!..ell Boyle (ex (.6YT).  He is now 

in New Zealand, and working on 32 metres, with the call OZ-2AS. 
He wishes to arrange tests %%ill] " G's," and is always on from 
23-00 hours r..M.T. i'aeh Saturday, using 90 watts input.  His 
QRA is P.O. Box 26, Napier, N.Z. 
SS-2SE, R. E. Earle (Member T. & R.), whose new call sign is 

given in its proper sub-section, is anxious to QS() fellow-members 
of the T. & R.  He is at present working a schedule with SMTN, 
and this latter station would be pleased to arrange any schedule 
for 4'  stations with Mr. hark.  (Inf. 2AHP). 
I am indebted this month, for a full and comprehensive list, up-

to-date, of all South African QRA', to Mr. Basil Hodson (G2KA). 

p,R  'Found. 
SS-sM \X.-French Destroyer / frard (Jul. A. M. Robertson, 
T. & R.!. 
s1.11A. -H. Lambert, Box s6 Lievrouth, Syria (Inf. 2AFD). 

A1.31.--12.S, Army Station. Fort Sheridan, Illinois, U.S.A. (Inf. 
C..  Connerton, T. & R. i. 

SB-1BIT (ex 13Z-1QA).- A. F. de Lima Canipos, Rua Humayta 36, 
Rill de Janeiro, Brazil (Inf. B. Smith, T. & ft.). 

Esjindola, Rua Latino Coelho 27, olario, 
Janeiro, Brazil (Inf. A. (. Burgess, T. & R.). 

Yaabek, P. Box 286, Sao Paulo, Brazil. 
5B-2AR. -A. Rees, Caixa Postal 3513, Sao Paulo, Brazil (Inf. 
A, 4 r. Burgess, T. & R.). 

AQ-1MDZ. -Sgt, NVilliams, Mosul, Iraq. 
E( EZ -.A. Nahmias. 5, Rue Emad-el-Dine, Cairo, Egypt (hit. 
2A1 )A 

EA-PY.  ). Petraseh, Hohenau, Nieder•oesterr, Austria. 
EW-K1.- Istvan Kemeny, Tarogato 11 62, Budapest, Hungary. 
(QS1.. under cover).  (10. II. E. Cook, T. & R. 1. 

El-IC Y --F. S. Salitnei, Piazza S. Salvatore iii I.auso 15, Rome, 
Italy (ha. 2B WB). 

1.1-1PL. -Doct Picchioni, Ripetta Nr. 80, Rome, Italy  (Inf. 

ED-7H16.--H. Pe terct n, Hatsf-tminairet, Thaler. Denmark (Inf. 
2AJII. 

N RACK. -Box 54. San Jose Unf. Miss Dunn. T. & R.). 
eaili. -Grintsby " Beam " to Australia (Inf. Miss Dunn. T. & R.). 
KTC  Box 177, Khartoum, Sudan (Inf. G5XY). 

QRA'S (1' G ") 
P. ALLEN, •• Meadowcourt," Radcliffe-on-Trent, Notts. 
W. W000witico, 5, Portland Gardens, Ha m:way, N.4. 
K. FENDV, 546, C-hester Road, lErdington, Birmingham. 
. H. WALKER, Woodgrange, Overton Road, Sutton, 

:.:ABA -E. 
b2A( V.  F. 
2BNIi - J. 

Surrry. 

213112 - R. 
chester. 

2BIX.-J. 
Lancs. 
JC.- E. H. PiricocK, 31, King Edward Avenue, Worthing. 

2BLG. -E. K. MARTIN, " Castlemount," Worksop.  (Not 2BNG 
as stated in May BULLETIN.) 

HAIK:RAVES, 5, Ridge Street,  Barnoldswick, Via 
Colne, Lancs. 

Caoss, 337, Anlabv Road, Hull, Yorks, 
5BQ.--s. J. STYLES, 15, Pickwick Road, Dulwich Village, S.E.21. 
5ML. -F. W. Mitys, 266, Earlsdon Avenue, N., Coventry. 
5MN. -P. B. Moos, 95, Richmond Road, Leytonstone, E.11. 

J. CLAR K, 2, Acre Road, Colliers Wood, Merton, S.W.19. 

Rio d • 

W. KNIGHT, 203, Yorkshire Street, Rochdale, Lancs. 
M. KAY, 82, Daisy Bank Road, Victoria Park, Man-

BU1TERWORTH. 10Aq, NI:mkt:tester Road, Castleton, 

613B.- H. BKAHROOK, 31, Court Lane, Dulwich, S.E.21. 
tiFY. -R. A. FIREDAY, 37, Wallwood Road. Leytonstone, E.11. 
6WT. -Caet. G. C. Waaeor, 20, Parkfield Road, Sefton Park 
Liverpool. 

CHANGE OF QRA. 
G2FV. -Now : 24, India Street, Glasgow. 
NU-2ARM. -Now: 7300, 19th Avenue, Brooklyn, New York 
U.S.A. 

G5NQ. -Now : Straithgate, 222. Rooley Lane, Bankfoot, Bradford 

Change of Call Sign. 
G2OW now 
2A JC 
GOJR 

„ 

2ACQ (Inf. GOUT. 
(ABB. 
2BPU. 
VS•1AB (hit 2AFIP). 

PAA's Wanted. 
(Communications await the following stations.) 

NX-AKT2, .•\Q-1H11, NX-1NX, G2BL, 2IJJR, 2BV, 2BWT. 
2BZG, 2( M, flIA, 2M W, 2WX, 2Y1), 27.F, 5AL, 5PG, 5%%G, 5YU, 
5YV, 6AZ, 61.)I., 6WK. 

CreBT, 
Q.R.A. SECTION, 

82, York Road, 
Bury, Suffolk. 

Reports on Research° 
6HZ, who has been having troubles to get H.T. supply. at his new 

QRA, has at last got going.  He is devoting a kit of tune to lone, 
and has been working all Europe and Algeria. 
22C, apart from observed periods of fading a.s outlined in the 

notes, has little to report.  No DX was attempted in any form. 
SKU was worked when at sea on 8 watts, during daylight.  Eight 
watts is the maximum power now used at 22C. 
5G W is still busy with exams, etc.  He is expected back in June, 

but is QRT till then.  23 metres interest him, and he has a receiving 
set, and is willing to listen for G hams on 23 metres.  As a 
QRP station, he wishes- to know what other Hams have done with 
QRP on 23 metres.  (This might interest quite a number of Hams 
22C.) 
(111," is going strong with fone. but was unlucky enough not to 

sit up on the one or two nights the DX was good, and sat up all the 
dud ones ! So has littir to report. 
Is 6oX dead ? (2 ). 

Northern Notes. 
Area Manager: S. R. WRIGHT, 2DR. 
(Reports to collectors by the 8th.) 

The summer slump has set in with gusto this month, and reports 
are by no means numerous, except in some areas.  The conditions 
for DX have not been any too good of late, but some people have 
found a few Americans about and worked them, but the hour of 
maximum DX, to coin a phrase, seems to be getting later, and the 
NU's are at their best about 03.00, but the SB's and others of 
that area may be heard around 23.00 still. 
There is a little work being done on 90 metres, and it will be 

interesting to see what DX. if any, can be done on this wave during 
the summer months, as compared with DX as we have come 
to know it on 45 metres. 
Congratulations are due to 600, who is the proud possessor of a 

second junior Operator.  May I remind him that application forms 
for membership of the T. & R. are obtainable from headquarters ? 
The reports :-

STAR STATION THIS MONTH. 
5N1Q, E. MENZIES, Es., School House, Fazakerley, 

Liverpool. 
(For details, see Lancashire). 

Yorkshire.  • 
Reports to G-2 DR. 

6BR has had rectifier trouble, but has been (arrying out tests 
with Europe on 4 watts with good results. 
SUS and 6BR are carrying out some good work on 5 metres, 

using about 3 watts, and would be glad to work schedules with 
stations using this wave. 
6IG has been experitnenting with radiating systems, and has got 

down to an aerial working on the fundamental.  With this, good 
European work has been done on 4 watts.  He finds an earth better 
than a counterpoise for 45. 
2130Q is a new member, and duly welcomed to the fold.  HI: 

sends in a good list of stations heard totalling 315.  The best DX 
(reception.) was SA-ENS, and SC-2AR.  He uses an R.F.B. trans-
mitter. 
6DR has little to report, but has worked three new countries 

and also the S.S. Hano, off Madeira.  Total QS0's and power not 
given. 
2X Y is smitten with a conscience. and sends a welcome report. 

He has been having trouble with crystal control, and is not settled 
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yet.  Stunt 45 metre phone has been done on 120 watts, and 90-
metre tests with 5SZ are proceeding.  South Africa reports r7 and 
Incite( hina 1-5 on 45 metre c.w. 
2Yt" reports 82 QS0's for the month, power under 5 watts from 

dry batteries,  Best DX was ET-2. XQ (Riga), on 4 watts.  EAR 
and VC were also worked on 3 watts.  This work is done under 
dithtult onditions. 
3KZ is busy trying a master oscillator prior to going on to crystal 

control.  He will be off the iir for DX for two months except for 
short tests with new gear.  An ri report has been forwarded froin 
Tasmania. power 16 watts. 
6XL has not been on the key much this month, but has put up 

a very line :to ft. aerial, and finds an enormous increase in range. 
Best i.)X FM--bV X on 4 watts, r6, :And EU-lt-A on 7 watts. r4.  A 
Zenith transformer ft ir 7)00 volts R.A.C. is shortly to be used here. 
W O has been carrying experiments with a C.F. Hertz but 

has had QSS (feeders radiating OM ?), so has gone back to inverted 
L for the moment.  Good work done on low power with Europe, 
best DX S.S. Lituania in mid-Atlantic, and FM-TUN. 
2I)R has been busy with rectifier experiments all month. and 

best DX was with 5NU's, one 4th, using 24 watts.  lie is now 
licensed for 32 34 metres, and this wave will be in use shortly. 
FMu P TO RE PORT. -6TY, 5SZ, 2IH, 5US. 

Lancashire and Isle of Man. 
Reports to  .25XY. 

Isle cif Man, no reports. 
5MQ takes the star station position this month, with a bag of 

16Nr, .2NC, PR ISA, 2NE awl Iceland, all on 8 watts only.  This 
is very good work OM.  ONU's and one NC were worked in one 
-sitting  Keep it up, OM. 

nth in a good list of calls heard, but suffers from domestic 
QRM ! 
5.XY again captures the high-power nag, and if 5MQ bad not 

sent in such a good low power report, 5XY would have held the fort 
this menth.  On 33 metres, ALL U.S.A. districts have been worked, 
48 N U's total, including 5-7th district, giving an average r6 report. 
Power 150 watts.  The Soudan has also been worked.  There is 
something to be said for 33 metres O\1. Congrats. 
F A ILE D TO REPORT :— The rest of Lancashire.  Hi! 

Cheshire and North Wales, 
Reports to  -6-1.W. 

2S0 hax in completed two months QRP rests, has gained some 
interesting information (article for the " lieu.," OM, please).  He 
is now busy with a current fed Hertz after a visit front the A.M. 
Wants schedules- on 45 with hams over 1,000 miles.  2130W has 
been way down south most of the month, but says 20 metre NU's 
are coming in well.  Reception of phone from NC-1AR is the best 
thing this month.  Receiving schedule with NU-9 DR still going 
strong. 
6YQ has been confining most of his attentions to Europe this 

month with a special type of aerial ; he uses an aerial system which 
differs from that used for U.S.A.  I suggest an article on this OM. 
Europe worked on / to 4 watts, DX FAD and EA JZ.  U.S.A. on 
3 to 5 watts. DX Ne-9ADK r5.  Total DX, 58 Europeans, 8 NV's, 
and Jamaica. 
2N1F has nothing to report. 
6TW has been doing good QRP c.w. and phone work.  Power 

3 to 4 watts, which has sufficed to cover most of Europe.  He is 
thinking of trying C.F. Hertz (don't think OM, do it ! !). He 
visited 2.S0 who had the A.M. there, so a good day was spent, 
information and ideas changing hands rapidly. 
Not reported : 5P0. 

Northumberland, Durham, Cumberland and Westmorland. 
Reports to 2A1Z. 

nik; has betit working schedule with 6PW (Stourbralge) and gets 
rb day or night.  Power and wave not stated.  He is QRW exams. 
Luelt OM. 
6QT despite business QRM has worked 8 European countries 

on 4 %atts.  The best DX was Naples on this power. 
8YV has worked 13 Nli's but does not state power or wave.  He 

reports bad DX conditions but managed to receive VIS (Sydney). 
BRS 08 reports fair DX conditions, with S. Americans louder 

than usual.  More exams. here ! ! More luck OM. 
BRS44 has only had Nil's this month, and reports poor condi-

tions 
2AIZ is busy having " juice " laid on so is QRT.  Still more 

exams. here! ! ! Well, still more luck OM., but I say, you are 
swotters up your way. 
It is suggested that occasional meetings of transmitters in this 

area might be arranged. say once a quarter.  Will all interested 
please say so to 2AIZ ? Let him have your suggestions OM's. 

Notts, Lincs. and Derbyshire.: 
Reports to G-SC!). 

•.:A HP reports a visit from 2AUR but no reception report, 
2,\ UR has logged 235 stations this month, so has been busy on 

the receiver. 
2BLG has done good DX receiving but is awaiting a full permit. 

Gc'xxl luck to you OM. 
2ABA is a new member. welcome.  He has logged 200 odd sta-

tions, including 24 countries and 4 continents on a single valver. 
and reports Easter Sunday as being the best DX day of the month. 
50D has been carrying out phone tests with BRS 80 on 1211 watts, 

and has had a report from Berlin on this power. 

5CD hopes to get his crystal controlled 45 set going in time for a 
report next month.  Get busy OM. 
BRS43 reports good 13X, but bad QRN.  On April 3, he logged 

41 Nt .'s on 20 metres.  Says they are best when moon is QRT. 
BRS48 is another newcomer.  Weleente OM, and send a report 

for next month. 
BRS34 has been busy with tests for 6XH and 20D and runs 

eight schedules with G hams. 
5I3D has had a good month with Europe and FM on 5 to 8 watts 

from the old dry baits.  ET. ES and EU have been worked.  A 
hand generator is in operation but QS13 i R. ..C. 
Not reported :— 2BIT, 21X, 2VQ, 5DM, 5K W, 5QT. 

Northern Ireland 
Owing to unforeseen circumstances ha % mg arisen at 5N 1, it is 

impossible to compile Irish Notes of this District this month.  Full 
notes will appear next month as usuaL 

Mid  ritai  Notes. 
(Area Manager G6 JV.) 

The Mid-Britain Conventionette. 
Jeapt-s.tells me that he and 5J0 have burned much petrol 

roar-long the countryside in search of a suitable place, and that he 
has decided upon The Cock Hotel, Kingsthorpe, near Northampton 
(about one mile from this city).  As this will be the last opportunity 
iof nforming members through the pages of the  BULLETIN. I must 
occupy a little space in explaining the provisional programme, 
which will be something as follows :--Bank Holiday Monday, 
August 1, members will assemble at the Cock Hotel, Kingsthorpe, 
between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.  Lunch will be served at 1 o'clock 
At 2.30 p.m. it is expected to arrange a talk (what, /nor( talks ?) by 
a well-known personage upon " Useful Research for Amateur 
Radio Workers."  This will be followed by the Initiation Ceremonies 
of the. Institute of Cheery Key puncherle  ‘Vould-be members and 
Associates must bring their 192i logs and must be prepared to read 
therefrom the most amusing extracts upon request by the G.O.K. 
(Grand Old Keypuncher). 
Those who survive the necessary formalities will take tea at 

5 pin.  .By the kindness of 2QM, arrangements have been made 
for any members who may so desire (and whose physical condition 
will still permit) to visit the little " perker " at. 5XX. 
2XV asks me to say that the charge for lunch and tea will be 

five shillings, exclusive of liquid dopes [but of course the latter 
information will be of no interest.... 
All applications for tickets must be made to 2XV direct, and 

must be accompanied by postal order or cheque at the rate of five 
shillings per person.  If you bring friends, please state whether 
these belong to the fairer or to the sterner sex, and don't forget to 
pay for them, too!  No application can be considered upon any 
other terms. 
Mr. Jeapes concludes thus :— 
" The following entries have been received to date provisionally, 

and I await remittances from them before definitely counting them 
as " runners."  62AVR. 2AIIP. .,JO and friend, 6 JV, Mm. 6.1V, 
2HK and friend, 211PI, "MAX and friend, 2BIM, 2BKY, 2AFS, 
2BLM, 5ML. 
Please roll up, gang, and let's make a " do " of this little affair. 

July 11 is last day for applications, 
((;2XV) (handos, Gt. Shelton], Cambs. 

May I take the opportunity of seconding 2XV in his appeal for 
" entries "—in good time —and express the pleasure with which 
I look forward to meeting you all upon August 1. 
By the way, Mrs. i3J  anxious not to be the only OW ! See 

to it, fellows, please. 
Very many thanks to you 2XV for all the trouble you are taking. 

It is fine work, and the best thanks that we can offer you is to ensure 
a successful day by making early application for tickets. 

Shropshire (reports to 551). 
The best news from this county is poor news.  551 is down with 

gastric trouble and could only send a short pencil note.  He has 
had bad luck this year and we wish him a speedy recovery.  6TD 
has nothing to report. 

Cambridgeshire Report to G2XV). 
2D13 reports absolutely nothing doing owing to business and 

holidays, but will be on again soon. 
5Y K has not reported, so suppose he has done nothing of any 

consequence. 
5YX is most certainly the Star Station of the Area, he has _worked 

three Yanks on 45 111( tres and been reported R5-6 on this wave 
in Tasmania; but listen, gang, this is not all; he has been QS0 
with U.S.A. 42 times on 23 metres—the best report being from 
174TV and L'9EF, both reporting R6—he also pushed audible 
signals over to U.S.A. on this wave with only 0.24 of a watt.  Good 
on you, OM.  Carry on. 
5,10 has, on 175 metres, been QS0 quite a number of stations, 

and has increased his range very well shim last month.  QRK 
for him OM's; he wants schedules any evening after 11 p.m. 
2XV has been off the air for some weeks owing to removal to a 

new QRA, but hopes to be going again by the time . this report 
appear, using waves of 33.5, 44.5 and 165 also certain tests will 
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be made on 23 metres upon which reports are exceedingly welcome. 
Huntingdonshire Reports (by G2X V). 

2BAX is still the only enthusiast reporting from this county and 
the only items of interest he has this month are that he has received 
visits from .two other keen short-wave friends, namely, Messrs. 
Maddox and Burcham. and that he is ready to report on any 
amateur signals from 20 -200 metres. 

Leicestershire (Reports to W W). 
6C lz is rebuilding and will shortly be testing aerials. 
2WM, one of the old timers, has started work again on 90 in., but 

complains that the number of stations w orking on this wave is so 
small as to restrict his tests.  Perhaps those using this wave will 
write him ? 
6WW has been testing a 4-wave Hertz and has received reports 

of his signals from Tasmania, when using an input of 9 watts to a 
vertical antenna.  He requests monthly reports from all T. & R. 
members in the county. 

Northampton (Reports to BRS30). 
2QM has berit  im ,itig  I  consistently and has received 

reports from India tnd Tasmania.  He is building a crystal mntrol-
led set and hopes to be on the air with this shortly.  We thank him 
for so kindly arranging the visit to 5XX on August 1, 
2CH reports phone tests only.  He contemplates QRO to 100. 

watts and we hope that he will USC this gently on the congested 
45 in. band ! 
Mr. Shaw and BRS30 are both working (fancy that !) for exams. 

Thr latter asks for reports from this county to he sent to P. H. B. 
Trasler, Peterhouse, Cambridge. 

Want/lashInt (Reports to 2BPI). 
BRS30 has been interesting himself in waves below 20 metres. 

particularly telephony from 2XG on 16 metres.  He wants to know 
of a reliable wave-meter for 5 metre work. 
ISN'D has gone down to 23 in. owing to 45 in. QRNI and is ex-

perimenting with aerials.  Using 20 watts, test tans have been 
freely answered by U.S.A. and Brazil. 
BRS29 and 2BM W are neglecting radio in favour of studies for 

forthcoming exams.  Shame t 
BRS10 and 213CA have Nil reports, which is better than passing 

the date for reporting unheeded. 
13RS3 favours 20 in, banil for DX now and thinks that NA7MN 

(Alaska) and NL1P may not have been reported in England la fore ? 
6CI is unfortunately ill and therefore QRT. 
2BV1. is now 5ML and QS0 Europe on QRP crystal control. 
5SK has been trying vertical antenna; but is not convinced of 

its superiority. 
2BKY, 2AFS and 'BPI report nothing of particular interest 

this month. 
Worcestershire (Reports to 6AT). 

6.VI" reports 001164CLS with three U.S.A. stations.  He has re 
e( wed good reports upon his tone tits and has kept a tone schedule 
with FriJZ who speaks good English and is anxious to work G'son 
45 in. 
6AT is experimenting with superhet and measurement of signals 

strengths, ning Moulin Voltmeter.  (You should get this going 
for the Eclipse Tests OM.  It should be M OSt useful.-6.1‘..) 

Wolverhampton and District (Reports to 
No reports have been riveived by 5U1k from either Wolver-

hampton or Staffordshire this month. possibly because nearly all 
the OM's in the county were present at a meeting of the Wolver-
hampton and District Radio Transmitters Society held on April 27, 
when an interesting paper w.i, given by G MT, who chose for his 
subject, " Atoms, Molecules And Electrons."  The following were 
present  OBH, 2WN, isAT. 2NV. 20Q, 5AF, 2AAD, 6PB, 
5UW, M T and 51.K (host of the evening).  Apologies were received 
front 5NU. 2VV. 6OH, and 6M1.  After the lecture. interesting 
discussions took place relative to members' problems. 
20Q reports working the States 1st district, and Sbl.AW but has 

been too QRV't,' for much DX. 
5LK has rebuilt.  His new Xmitter is a Mesny with Levy Aerial. 

Like 5UW, he is trying to get good fone while using  . for filament 
heating. 
arr has worked the usual Europeans. and cgmtemplates building 
a new crystal controlled set, which will set the pace for Wolver-
hampton. 
51: W has hem very active with DX, chiefly with schedules. 

These have been successfully run with SFV (terminated when in 
harbour at Santos, Brazil).  KUN1T, completed when this boat 
was in the Gulf of Mexico, while schedules are still in operation 
with SB1AW, SA-CB8. SB2AR and SB2AB.  Averagt reports are 
Rr, and tone was sent Over to SB1A W, who reported R6 when 
QRN permitted.  Several NU stations have also been worked, 
chit-fly  ' ‘'.f. During these schedules,51_7W has com p t el y 
rebuilt his Xmitter, with greatly improved results as regards 
QSB and QRK. 
2RR has started up on 45 metres and is doing well with QRP tone 

during week-ends. 
5PR. 6113. .2NV, report nothing out of the ordinary, which is of 

COUTSe be:tvr UL M flu aport at all. 
Norfolk (Reports to 6Zi). 

6Z.I has discovered a new microphone.  He uses a dull emitter 
valve with slender filament and just shouts at it ! ! We hand him 
the bun. 

has worked 5.13-1AJ and SB-1.BD using the old T.40 again 
owing to softening of the Big'un, reported last month). Input 

40 watts.  He is attempting to work a schedule with Earle of VS" 
lAB (old S.52SE of Singapore).  For this pur e he has goy'. down 
to 23 metres and has had a satisfactory QS0 with S.M.I N. on 
this wave.  The latter has weekly schedules with ‘'SIAB and is 
kindly acting as relay meanwhile.  Earle is a Norwich man  hence 
the eagerly desired QS0. 
CU all August I. Deo volente and punctures permitting ' 

London Area Month 
Rep rt. 

By G. A. EXETER (6V1C). 

At a nimuting of the Divisional Managers of the London Area on 
April 29 it vas eventually decided that the Area shall be split up 
as under, in Postal Districts, and Counties within the Area radius :— 

Northern Division.—N., N. W. and Herts (under all.). 
Southern Division.—S.W., S..E, Kent and Surrey (under OPG). 
Eastern Division. —E., E.C. and Essex (under 61...B). 
Western  W.C.. Bucks and Nliddlesex (under 

6YK). 
It should be apparent to every station to which  he 

belongs, and he should report to his Manager without delay.  It 
any are still uncertain as to this point, drop me a line (and enclose 
a report) and I'll allocate you to your Division by placing your 
report under that heading.  This means that at present, as far as 
we are able to ascertain, somewhere about 350 stations, faxclusive 
of A.A. licences and BRS numbers, are in the London Area ! if 
we say 25 per cent. of these are active T. & R. men, we should have 
at. the very least about $5 reports each month ! ! ' Now, just look 
to it, fellows, and let us see if we can produce 100 per cent. reports,. 
never mind the 25 per cent.  The meeting on April 29 produced 
some %Try interesting suggestions.  .First, it has been proposed 
that we London men get together, and have a merry evening in 
the near future—say, Mid-June.  By a merry evening I mean a 
good, jolly, convivial gathering, to a dinner at some place that 
will do it reasonably (say, 7s. 6d. per head at the outside), strictly 
an informal affair, and don't stop away because you have no time 
for boiled shirts and collars you have to climb over to get out of I ! ! 
If you want to dress, then dress ; if not. don't ! Now. the object 
of this is twofold.  In the first place. we want to get into personal 
touch with all of you. and we think that a real  Ham " gathenng, 
where you can do as you please and swap all the " shop " you care 
to, with the minimum of discomfort and shyness, i indicated. 
Have any of you ever had a meal together with a few brother 
" Hams" ? Well, that is what this is going to be, only on a larger 
scale if we can get you to come, and  sure you wilt.  We don't 
care if a dozen or a hundred come, provide(' we are informed in 
good time to make the necessary arrangements.  As then, is noP 
time to publish further particulars, all those who write and say 
they are coming will be communicated with by post, giving date 
and expenses.  The second point is tin!".  The Convention will 
soon be here! ! ! ! As it seems to be the general opinion that it 
will be held in London again, I want all the London boys to welcome 
with open arms their brother amateurs from everywhere, and give 
them a real good time while they're here.  I want no know just 
who can accommodate one or a dozen in their own places, so that 
I can fix up for these men from the country.  After all. hotels are 
chilly places when you're alone, therefore I want to get you all 
together to talk over this and other points connected with the 
London Area.  I feel that it 15 up to us to show the 0the N who 
will be down that we are proud to meet them, and proud of our 
town and the opportunity of showing it to them.  W e can't get 
on to this too soon, so all those who want a good night with each-
other, my address is 142, Campden Hill Road, W.S, and drop that 
line AT ONCE.  We have heaps more ideas, but I can see 5TR's 
face getting staler every word I write. SO I'll have to keep them 
until we get together.  Now for this month's reisorts. 
G5LF sayz, that he has gone back to his first love, and is operating 

again on G2o metres.  Although he will be busy with schedules 
during the dark hours, he states that he vill be plra.,ed to arrange 
schedules on any wave below 23 metres during the daylight hours. 
If any member hearing his 20 ni. sigs cares to render reports. these 
should state GMT and amount of QSSS.  As the tests are being 
run cat special lines, no other information but the above is required. 
and woukl be gratefully acknowledgud.  He also asks if anyone 
amongst our membership has done any serious research in con-
nection with the design of RE chokus ? If so, will they please 
get in touch with Secretan. who has collected a heap of information, 
and would be glad to assist others. 
2CX has been using an 1.55 with a certain amount of succfs, 

and dry battery input.  He also has a " mangle," with which he' 
has some trouble in getting pure D.C. from. 
°HU has rebuilt. and is getting F.13. reports from most of Europe. 

and managing to extract pure D.C. from his 50-cycle mains, 
2BWR has been experimenting with some different types of-

receiving valves.  (Any dope for "  OM ?) 
BRS63 has logged practically every country in the world, includ-

ing 472 NC's.  He wants to know where the rest of the gang are 
who have 23 in. permits, and says that this band is top-hole for DX. 
Ex 2A JC has now been allotted the call of 61313, and with 1.4 
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watts of them rec A.C. has been working locals.  He intends 
rebuilding. 
6WN has worked 21 stns during the month, his best DX lxing 

Glasgow R4 with 4 watts.  He has obtained permission to w or k 

4  

2NH has at last obtained his WAC certificate, completing the 
total with Brazil.  (Vy F.B., OM.)  On 23 m. he has worked a 
number of NU's and 0A7C‘if and 0A2NO. 

j has quite a lot to say about his tone, and says that, while 
testing with EB4AR, he was reported by someone who says his 
French was better in the evening than in the afternoon, and wants 
to know if thc atmospheric conditions would affect it ! ! ! ! He 
has been working with BRS34 on fading tests. and finds the work 
very interesting. 
gRS2T) sends in a good list of stns heard during the month, 

totalling 641. which include OA's, FO's, FQ's, NJ's and SU's, 
together mall many Nil's.  He says that April was not a very 
good month for l).  He has arranged a schedule with E1.108 to 
listen for his 20 in. sip. 
BRS88 has been experimenting with underground aerials for 

reception with some success.  He logged AJJKZB with an aerial 
5 ft. high and 30 ft. long. 
Will those stns included above who sent in their reports to me 

please note the arrangements now in force, and in future report 
to their rt.pective Divisional Managers.  Several stns did not 
report.  Why. OM's ? All 'reports by the 10th of the month. 
please, in future, as sonic are arriving nearly too late. 

East London Division (by OLD). 
6LB is busy trying to make a chemical rectifier function, but 

has met with no success.  The same is the case with valve rectifiers. 
He is filling in his " spare " time by QS0'ing Europe on 2 watts 
dry cells and alliiig t .S.A. in vain.  He thinks the song, " Am I 
Wasting My Time On You," requires some new words.  (See 
other pages hir the words. —ED.) 
IILL is QRW with a " motor cycle."  6LB thinks he will soon 

be still more QH,W with bits of a motor cycle.  Apart from a few 
'phone tests on 45 in. he is not doing much Radio. 
6TX is also doing fone on 45 m. 
6KA is led up with the QRN1 from G phone stations on 45 in. 

(Hear, hear, OM ! Committee, please note.-6LB.) that he is 
IJSY'ing to 90 in. 
OUT has still been unable to QS0 the U.S.A., but has worked 

Swedish ship Lituania, call sign NCO1K, when of Newfoundland. 
QRK RA on 12 watts.  (KB. ! OM.) 
5UP again takes the laurels for East London, having been 

reported RI in Tasmania, pure D.C. vs stdi when using 30 watts 
of " mangle."  (V.V., F.B., OM ! Congrats.)  We hear that 
50W is coming back on the air.  ((ood biz, OM !) 61-1.. dearly 
wants a neighbour, Hi ! ! 
2BOX is still swatting Morse.  Keep it up, OM. Try GKU 

1,750 in. 
5AR is still going strong on 150 in., but we don't hear much of 

him on 45 ni-
2KT is in danger of becoming a BCL, but as we note signs of a 

QRP Xmittcr being rigged up, a la bedside, we trust these fears 
are groundless. 
Will all the other 42 East London stations who have not sent 

in reports please do so by the 2nd of the month.  Come on, OM's. 
4.;et to it.  My postman loves walking alit lost as much as be does me. 

Southern Division. 
5RI: will be off the air for a few months, as hu is now travelling 

as operator on a ship round the coast of South America. 
5RZ is still keeping his schedule with NU1GA every night, and 

hopes to go down to 13 in. soon, as the longer days are making 
themselves felt on 45 in.  He has at last got a satisfactory Hertz 
working voltage fed. 
2C13 has worked 18 stations this month—all local Europeans— 

using 3 watts from dry cells and 6 watts of " mangle."  His best 
DX was a QS0 with SMWF lasting an hour and a quarter, being 
R314 on 3 watts from dry cells.  His future work will be done with 
the hand generator. 
2H1) has been QRT since 1925 until recently, when he has been 

doing local work on 45 rn. and 150 in. —best report being from 
Bristol (R3) on about 0.5 watt.  He is now carrying out some aerial 
alterations in preparation for the A.C. mains he hopes %% ill be 
installed in a week or so. 
6AP reports (through 2HP) that he has been covering Britain 

with phone, and has received some good reports, but is unable to 
get outside.  He will be shortly changing his QRA owing to the 
crisis being reached in his attack of " YL-itis."  Well, best of 
luck, OM 
6PG has been very busy with exams, etc., so has done little work 

except for the usual Europeans.  Best DX was with Latvian 
KCEQ, being reported R4.  Input was 5 watts. 

North London Division (by 6CL). 
Covering North and North-Wetern Postal Districts and that 

part of Herts within 2•5 nules of Oxford Circus.  Sub-Area Nlanager, 
6CL.  Total number of call signs allotted to this area up to April 
30, 109.  Total reports received, 4. 
Something wrong somewhere, OM.  If it's only a post card, 

send it along with a note of your activity or otherwise. 
Two excellent reports front 5HS, who with 5Ke are the North 

London real DX inert.  During April 18 he had QS0's with four 

NU tith, two NU 6th. and two NC 4th districts, besides which 
0A2NO and SC3AG have been bagged.  All work on 20 m.  5HS 
queries whether the NC4 contacts are first G's on 20 metres. 
5KU has now qualified for W.A.C. ! Input 54) watts from M.O. 

outfit.  He reports  " Every QS0 on '23 beats the long-wave 
one for readability and reliability."  U.S.A.. Brazil and India 
have been worked. 
5AD and 5KU have been evolving curves for DET1 valves. 
litA.L. dope," wr 
5Gt; reports that " his mangle" gave out for three weeks durinf 

April, but is now pepping again.  He had 20 QS0's, best. DX 
SMUA (R5/6). 
2BZC hopes to be on the air very soon with a radiating licence. 

He reports a had month for reception owing to QRN.  He has now 
received 50 countries with 1-QPM (Cameroons) as the April addition. 
6CL seems to be the only North London QRP " merchant " 

after nine months with 4 to 5 watts from " Ever-Ready's."  He 
has QRP'd to 1 watt steady from 100-volt accumulators.  During 
April 85 stations " came back," 11 counties were worked, and best 
DX was S2LN (Karis Finland) R4. 
Interesting QSS tests arranged by D7MT and D7E W took place 

on April 10, when many G stations co-operated.  D7MT has 
promised " BULL. dope" if of value when all reports arrive. 
North London hams, 6CL extends hearty welcome to you all, 

and will be glad to visit or be visited, and please REPORT by 
10th of the month. 

Scottish  rea Notes. 
By 5YG. 

Judging by absence of April reports, transmission in Scotland 
appears to have struck a bad patch.  I say " appears " advisedly, 
for frankly I do not believe matters to be so bad as the lack of 
reports would have one believe.  Apart from No. 1 District, which 
yielded three reports of transmitting activity, only two additional 
reports were received from all Scotland, one each from Nos. 2 and 3 
Districts.  Now, you fellows, I ask you, is this " playing the 
game " ? Tht-se reports are not designed for my entertainment, 
although some seem to think so, and I think it will be quite obvious 
that the fewer the reports, the less work I have to do.  But does this 
state of affairs please me ? NOT AT ALL!  I have many faults. 
I know, but lack of enthusiasm for the Scottish Area of the T. & R. 
Section is assuredly not one of them, and I can tell you that the 
apathetic attitude of many of the Scottish transmitting stations 
causing me not a little worry. 
.The position now resolves itself into this.  Do you or do you not 
wish to make a showing in the BULLETIN ?  If not, for goodness 
sake say so, for I cannot go on indefinitely" making bricks without 
straw."  On the other band, if you are willing to give others the 
benefit of your work—which attitude is the essence of the T. & R. 
spirit—let rue bear from you via your District Managers from 
month to month WITHOUT FAIL.  "Snow me under" with 
reports, and I won't complain. 
Now for the reports, such as they are. 

No. 1 District (by nV1.1. 
Reports by 5th of each month. 

2WL rebuilding. 
°NIS 33 QS0's, including B, F, N. I, SM, TP, D, K and Faroes. 

Input, 3,8 watts from H.T. accumulators on charge from 25-cycle 
A.C. mains after rectification.  Best DX :—TPAV " R5, D.C. 
steady."  6MS has now got his ship's " ticket," and hopes to 
get placed soon. 
5YG.  Re-erection at new QRA now completed.  Vill be QRO 

during May.  Absorption method of keying now in use, very FB. 
Power derived from H.T. generators in series. 
6NX 70 QS0's, including all European countries.  Best DX : 

URN', who reported" R4 RAC."  Best reports are always received 
from Sweden.  Reports working 01K, who eve his QRA as being 
on the Baltic Coast.  Input power at 6NX, 10 watts from D.C. 
mains. 
21iP13 has been successful in his application for a radiating licence, 

and will be on the air before this reaches the printer. 
BRS87 reports conducting special tests with 5CD.  He has just 

got started, but hopes to put in some good work next month. 
No. 2 District (by 6IZ). 

Reports by the 5th of the month. 
61Z.  Twaity-six QS0's, including B, E. F, K, N, D (S-6 watts), 

also Norwegian ship off Madeira: NC, NE (5--20 watts), NU (:20 
watts).  Best reports: NC11)M on 5 watts reported " R3 gud DC," 
took tusg for B S69; NUlACI on 20 watts reported " R4. DC," 
all OK without any repeats; NE8JC on 5 watts reported R5, on 
6 watts R3, on 20 watts (1st) R3i4, (2nd) R5. April on the whole 
a good month for DX.  Beat all his previous records by working 
NE four times, NC and NU.  A report has also been received from 
British Guiana, giving R3 when working NE W. 
BRS69 continues to keep a good log.  He states that he finds 

auto-coupling superior to magnetic for receiving purposes. 
No. 3 District (by BRS6). 

Reports by the ;ith of each month. 
6K0.—Eighty-six (ISO's, comprising all Europe, Roumania, 

Brazil, Canada, Porto Rico and Madeira.  Power: 8 to 10 watts 
from hand generator (plus 6K0).  Has received the following 
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reports SBIIB, R3; SFV (Santos, Brazil), R5; NP4KD, R5; also 
a reception report from Tasmania, R5.  Experiments with aerial 
show that " feeder" positions have relative results at different 
distances.  Still conducting tests in this direction, and craves 
other stations to QRX while feeder is altered arid note changes. 
BRS6.—At 'Varsity. 
BRS71.--QRT owing to change of QRA. 

No. 4 District. 
No reports. 

Southern Notes. 
Prepared by 21.2 and 2ABK. 

Owing to extreme business pressure 2LZ has been unable to 
attend to the Southern Notes of late. 
However 2ABK has offered  assistance, and  together we 

hope to produce a bumper page of notes each month. 
The formation of the London area has taken several of our 

regular reporters, but our area is still one of the largest and we want 
more reports from our various counties, especially Essex. 
Coin. along 5DY, 5X W, OWI, OQO, 5RT, 5SN. 50K, isWQ, 

5QV. 6131, 2T1.  It's time you sent in a report OM's. 
Reports can be sent either to 212. or 2ABK, by the 15th of the 

month.  This is 2A B K's QRA.  Note it down OM's. :— 

R. C. HORsSELL, 
" The Anchorage," 

Crouch Road, 
Burnham-on-Crouch, Essex. 

Now for a summary of reports to hand. 
2MI is going strong on 150-200 with a new generator, and when 

he has his QSB adjusted, etc., will be dropping down to 45x. 
His postal town is nosy Broadstairs, but the remainder of QRA 

is Unaltered. 
2UD of Chatham, is working on 150-200 also, and will soon be 

working from mains, in place of a hand generator. 
6PG of Dartford, is now reporting under the London area. 
2M j is expected to launch forth on 45 soon with a bang. 
There are dark rumours of glass panels and 50 waiters ! ! 
W V of Chatham, is going strong now on 150-200 and strongly 

received by 2M I. 
2MI is collecting reports from Kent and wants to hear from 

5.1G, 5DT, 2QN, 2QC, etc., so write to him OM's whether you have 
worked or not. 
BRS31, of Dover, has joined the T. & R. and we welcome him. 

He is troubled with A.C. mains affecting his reception.  Write to 
2MI and report DX OM.  TNX! 
5UY, of Mayfield. has done some good DX on 45 with 1.8 watts. 
R7 reports being received from Riga and Vienna.  He is still 

attempting to raise a Yank.  23 metres is being tried, and he wants 
reports on this, and also on ORP tone on 45 metres. 
Try and raise -1,oine more Sussex 'hams up, OM, pse. -2ABK. 
5YM has put up a new stick 46 feet, hi!  His QSB is so stedi 

that he has now the crystal in use <wily for checking the wavemeter. 
6NZ, of Portsmouth, is working on LS5 on dry celb; ! ! NOLY 

has been QS() on 45 using only .3 of a watt.  A RFD circuit is used 
on 23 and 35 metres. 
60'. of Reading, sending his first report, tells of relaying 2L0 

and 5XX via 6CY to various parts of his own house!  QSB 
He works on 45 and 8 metres and reports and QS0's are urgently 
required.  Let's have -further regular reports pse. OM. 
bSN, (of Westcliff, it is rumoured is about to QS0 matrimony. 

Best of luck OM! 
6WQ and 6WI have both been heard at 2.ABK using crystal 

control on 150-200.  Speech quality is excellent from both. 
50K, of Southend, is putting out some good music on 150-200, 

and is experimenting with a pick-up, with FB results. 
BRS83 sends in his first report.  He offers to take listening 

schedules for transmitters, his QRA is :-22. Caxton Gardens, 
Guildford.  Let's hear from u again, OM ! 
BRS42 has done some 1:13 DX on a vertical indoor aerial.  His 

best being the logging of FO-A5X on 20 metres at R5-6 in daylight. 
5Q.K, the portable station of the Southend and District Radio 

Society, will be in action again shortly. 
A Field Day has been arranged for June 26. at Rochford. Essex. 

It is hoped to QS0 as many stations as possible. 
Transmission will be on 150-200 metres from 10.$0-12.30 am-

Report-s will be welcome.  Look out for them OM's. 
2ABK is at present building a lo-loss short-wave receiver on a 

glass panel with all 1:13 parts (0-V-2).  Excellent results are 
expected. but he has his doubts. 
This receiver has to be used at the Southend Radio Society's 

field day, so things must be pushed on. 
Let me have those reports OM's  I hear many of you working 

but no reports. 
2LZ is on 22 metres, and various aerials are being tried. 
The present is a Hertz with the top protruding out of his mast, 

which is 105 feet high.  Usual world wide DX is being worked. 

Stop Press. 
(Phone only.) 

It was said not long ago work on 150-200 metre band wa. flagging-
Indefatigable OM's of the old tone gang-2KT, 2QN, 2MI, 5AR. 
5(211, 5TR, 5X W and 6Q0---have been most consistent workers 
during these years.  Recently new stns have opened out in London 
district and freshly awakened interest has been noticeable in the 
Home Counties.  The following are logged most week-ends : 
2SV, 2UD, 2XV, 5DV. 5_10, 50K, 5RT, 5SN (soon to by  & Co." 
Good luck OM !), 5ZW. 6NH, 6WI, and 6WQ, the two latter sta-
tions using Xtal control to eri at advantage.  m  is now all set 
for 23 21.2 may be bark on this band at any moment.  iBy the way, 
there appears little doing between London-Bristol. and the South.) 
All these stations named appear to get most excellent QS) for tests; 
it is rarely any complaint is made of QRM beyond that emanating 
from the local oscillator.  Compare this with 45. 
Speaking of local oscillators and perking morse of all things, 

5X. W, Claudius of Camulodunum, would like to meet his L.O. in 
the ramparts one morning before consuming his usual pound of 
steak for breakfast. 
5QX' tailed to charm the powers that be for 32 and is " all in" 

on 23.  His log shows a thorough testing out ef horizontal and 
vertical aerials for transmission and reception.  Half and full wave 
Hertz, current and voltage feed, also 2nd and 3rd Harmonic. 
Result —Order for pea sticks countermanded, runner beans are 
eivircling the myriad Hertzean remains.  Still more to 'erne. 
Says 32 and 43 are anathema to-day.  23 rs great fun. 
During Nlareh 26-March 27, when conditions were very FB, 

JW7 (Kemikawa. Japan, 26 metres) was beard on both evenings 
for several hours; 1600 to 2250 G.M.T.  Signals disappeared with 
the advent of full daylight in japan.  This is the band for exotic 
DX (19 to 26 metres).  Silk hats, and 9d. for 4d. every time. 
NC3's, NU7's, NA, 7MN (Alaska, AC, P9A13 have been heard 
before supper recently.  All this goes to prove the fascinating fields 
open to those who camp thither. 
6Q0, after faithfully depicting the battle of Kelvedon. would 

like to discourse upon the merits of local wavemeters. 

Channel Islands Notes, 
BY 2ZC. 

Conditions have been most extraordinary during April, thought 
on the whole DX has been very poor. 
An almost daily schedule between 2131  and 2Zr.: has 

brought out some interesting facts, almost worthy of the Research 
Section's attention, afid which certainly were most peculiar.  Morn-
ing (0820 GMT) and evening transtni.vions took place, and time 
after time, with evening signlas OK.  Mornings- were utost erratic. 
Two points might be noted.  On the 14th a complete fade-out 
.blanket of all signals was noticed from 0830 to 01340, after which 
stations were heard, having obvious difficulty in keeping com-
munication.  On the 19th 2131 and 22C had a satisfactory QSO 
ending 1755, and the latter's sets were left untouched on that 
tuning till the next day, the 20th. at 0819.  WX in Jersey was 
calm, very hot, and barometer 30.15.  On the 20th 22C called 
2BI under similar WX conditions (Bar 30 20) and was- reported 
very QSA, on exactly the same power (8 watts'', 2131 being his usual 
steady 101.  During the QS°, a lot of swinging was. noticed, and it 
got worse and signals dropped in strength, and what is more, a 
QAM station was noticed swinging and fading badly, a pause being 
made to observe.  This phenomena of rapid fading ot morniug 
signals extended Over several days at a time, would stop for a day 
or two, and then start again, and WAS confirmed from various 
directions.  AU possible precautions were taken in jersey to keep 
input. etc., exactly the tearne. 
G5YX proposes coming over to Jersey thissummer, and the gang 

here will be glad to show him (or to any other Ham for that matter), 
what they have to show.  Being on an island we appreeiate such 

and to exchange opinions with those from the mainland. 
The third week in April will be metnorable for daylight :winging 

of singals—all stations being effeeted on short waves ;even some 
of the well-known crystal controlled stations), but even here periods 
of swinging were erratic. 
Just as I close these notes. F8oLU writes to say he is coming 

over to Jersey to pay the gang here a visit.  This is P.B., and I can 
only repeat, we shall be glad to see him i or any other Ham tufting 
Jersey. 
Owing to our QSR servite not being needed, judging from k 

nevur having been used, we are reluctantly going to drop our special 
" Watch hours," but will restart again whenever there is a demand 
for it. 

Irish Free State Notes. 
By 6W-11B. 

As I thought it possible that many ( Ars might not see the 
" Bum. " and my grouse of last month on the paucity of reports, 
I sent pie.. reminders to many of them and have a few more reports 
this month, though not nearly as many as 1 had hoped for. 
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18B has had serious generator trouble and is not yet getting his 
normal output.  He has also had complaints of interference from 
nearby BCL's which he attributed to the use of a voltage fed Hertz 
aerial.  He is now on 45m, using an MO and a current-kel Hertz, 
and is getting very good reports from all Europe.  The only DX 
which he reports is NE-SRG, Newfoundland. at 10.30 G.M.T., R-I, 
and he is also working a schedule with EP-3CO, Madeira.  He was 
clown on 23m. for some time and found reception col ditions fb on 
that wave, his log including, amongst many (at m.'s, Australia, 
S. Africa, Japan, Canada (1. 2, 3. and 4  d U.S.A. (all dists. 
1-9), and Newfoundland ; but he only had 3 QS0's, Denmark, 
Belgium and France, being R5 in each.  He will be on CC soon as 
he is expecting delivery of his crystal shortly. 
1911 reports only European QS;0'..s. He is at present on QRP of 

4 watts max., and is doing successful 'phone work on this power. 
He has installed a bank of H.T. accumulators as a standby, as his 
mains are cut off at midnight. 
14C reports that he has been too busy with exams., etc., to do 

much during the past month, and he has consequently been prac-
tically QRT.  But in other ways he has not been idle as he tells 
me that he has got two new members for the Section, which is good 
work.  He has had a report &can A I-2KX of reception of his sigs. 
Rd in March. 
14C has not reported.  (How about that p.c. (JNI ?).  I hear, 

however, that he has been 'QS() EU-OS, Leningrad, and also with 
the Swedish Motor Boat SI:N. when she was 200 miles south of 
C. Verde. 
1213 also has not reported.  Hr is more on the air now, and his 

QSB has improved considerably. 
11C and 12C both appear to have vanished ; at any rate they have 

not been heard for some considerable time. 
13C, 14C and 15C have not reported. 
1113 has been practically QRT since the last week in April owing 

to fishing and other frivolities of a like nature.  His best QS0's 
were FI-IC W Tripoli, and FM-830. Oran, both on 6 watts.  'He 
is in serious difficulty owing to QRM on his crystal wave and it 
looks as though he would have to quit CC, for the time being at 
all events, if he is to get out at all.  The most serious trouble is 
from a commercial of the ABC type. 

R.T.U. (NJ.) Notes 
EDITOR'S NOTE.—Last month we published a letter fro m the H on -

Secretary of the newly-formed Radio Trans mitters' Union (Northern 

Ireland) which gave details of this new organisation.  This month. 
we, in the na me of all British amateurs radio experi menters, extend to 

:he m- our hearty congratulations on this atte mpt to consolidate the 
position of the amateur in Northern Ireland and assure the m that we 
shall assist the new organisation in every was reahin our power.  It 
is pleasing to note that all R. T. U. me mbers must be members of our 

Society and we note that many of our old friends, such as GI-O TB, 

5NJ, and W U, are we!! to the fore in founding what will undoubtedly 

be a useful acquisition to the amateur move ment.  U e reproduce 

below so me notes received fro m the lion. Secretary, M r. John .4. Sang, 
of 22, Ntranmillis Gardens, Belfast (GI-O TB) and fro m these it is 
dear that the Union is already doing so me excellent and useful work. 

The Radii , Transmitters' UM( pti seems to have thoroughly justified 
its formatien in September last. and one of the principal factors in 
its success is the comradeship which is created by the monthly tea 
fights.  These bring the members together and widen friendships 
made over the ether, in a striking fashion.  After tea an informal 
meeting is held when matters of interest to GI's and to the fraternity 
in general are discussed.  Tlw work of individual members is helped 
along on more or less debility lines and collective researthes arranged 
for.  At the time of writing. tests are under way with France on 
Saturday nights from 2.$.00 to 24.00 G.M.T. and Sunday mornings 
00.01 to 00.10 and 00.S0 t 01.00 G.M.T.  At each week-end a 
different section of the R.E.F. is scheduled on watch and each of a 
number of GI members is allocated a half hour watch on this side. 
Results of previous ED-G1 tmts, extending over a week were 

disappointing, and the number of QS0's much less than was ex-
pc( ted. 
The R.T.U. has tackled the problem of interference to B.C.L.'s 

caused by amateur transmitters, and appears to be the first society 
to deal with this seriously.  (No, no, Mr. lion. Secretary—have 
you ever been with us in London ? We could write books about it ! 
Ed. Note.)  it was felt that many valuable working hours were lost 
owing to the impossibility of transmitting during B.B.C. hours, 
without causing bad (1101.  A sub-committee was appointed, 
consisting of OMU, MVO and 5M0, to approach the problem from 
the receiving end. After exhaustive tsts it was found that valve 
sets were not interefered with and that interference to crystal sets 
was entirely eliminated by increasing the capacity and reducing 
the inductance of the set.  it was found that in the worst con-
ditions, a capacity of .001 microfarads in parallel with the coil or 
variometer eliminated all interference even in cases where a complete 
" wipe out" had been experienced before the extra capacity was 
added.  In the Case of a crystal set very close to the transmitter 
there was a slight generator hum, even with the additional capacity, 
but it was found that a flQ2 microfarad across the 'phones cured 
t his. 

The circuit eventually arrived at consisted of the large capacity 
condenser in parallel with the small capacity tuning condenser 
which latter serves as a vernier control —the value of the inductance 
being reduced to permit of the use of the large " eliminator' 
condenser.  The circuit has been used without the slightest inter-
ference being experienced from a 70-watt C.W. and 'phone station 
about 15 feet away. 
QSL cards for GI stations from abroad may be sent in bulk to 

QSL Section, R.T,U. (NI). 22, Stranmillis Gardens, Belfast, and 
will be forwarded without delay. 
Arrangements have been made to gather in technical articles 

for regular publication in the BULT.ETIN.  We are glad to reproduce 
the first of these in the present issue of the BULLETIN where GOMU 
writes on " The Measurement of Transmitting Valve Efficiency." 
Enuroa's No m —We regret that this article arrived too late for 

publication in the present issue but will appear in the July number. 
In this connection will all contributors please note that Sn far as 
articles are concerned we have these in hand two months prior to 
the date of publication. 

South1= Western Notes, 
Area Notes by H. Dess Pout  (g 01"(.1. 

(For Area Manager). 

I am sadly disappointed by the lack of enthusiasm in this district, 
the reports this month being very few and onee again I appeal 
to members to back me up by letting me have a few words about 
their work by the 14th of next month. 
5BK is %Try busy on Hertz aerii4 IS and a new type of American 

Xmitter circuit that he reports very FB.  How about some dope 
for the " Butt. " OM ? He is still deploring the lack of 6 stations 
on 23.  6.JK has been closed down for vacation but has been heard 
again on 43 tone.  Do not forget that report ONI.  20P is very 
QR‘V biz and will not be on for some time. 6Uti has been very 
QRW but has worked a few Europeans and G's; he tried QR6 
but found a lot of fireworks, with fatal results to instruments, etc. 
Hi, what has happened to Gloucester, we hear you but no reports ; 
how about Bristol, also Cornwall and Devon?  Are there no 
Xmitters down there ? 
Inter-station visits. I was pleased to welcome 6j K. also 20P and 

2YX and 6BR.  I visited 5I3K and found him very QR W with 
spring cleaning HI. 

have received many complaints about the sIacknec  of G 
stations in not answering QSL's after (JS( )'s and must say that 
I certainly sympathise with the grousers.  I know how heavy some 
of our postbags are but it should be a matter of honour to confirm 
QS0's. 
I must apologise for the shortness of these notes, this month, but 

if hams in this area are too lazy to report, what can I do  Please 
OM's make an effort next month and let inc have a bumper 
report or the Area Manager will think that I am letting him down. 
Late report  5FS is re-starting at his new ORA, k QS° Europe 

on 45 with a temporary aerial and active on •25.  He reports that 
the call-sign of the Bristol Society. O W, is Ixting used by a pirate, 
this station having been off the air for six months.  Watch out, 
OM's. 
The following have not reported :— 2A 

2HQ, 21.F, 'NI., 2PL, 2ZG, .CC, 6.jo, 
6R13, 6N'N, 11X1. 
5VL reports not working midi lately 

I, L'A.  He is also carrying out nightfall 

R, 2C1, 2CW, 2.1213, 2GY, 
OPT, 2QW, °RV, 6X7., 

but has QS0's with EC, 
fading tests with BRS34. 

LATE REPORTS D V a LT G. 
W V reports very QRW but has just installed a 100-watt C.C. 

set for 23, 45 and 90, so the air will now turn blue round Bath. 
2GY reports he is very much alive with 50 watts.  C. R. A.C. on 

44.  QS0's with NU, Nt, OA, Al, AC, Nigeria. and most Europe. 
(F. B., OM, best station this month.; 
BRS28, " Ponting of Bristol," has received a visit from Australian 

2BB, and reports two new cotuitries logged—Nicaragua and 
Columbia—and has heard India on 20. 

eigian Notes. 
By E13Il'i. work done by the hams of the Rkeau Beige doesn't show 

any lag, this season being very favourable for 1)X. 
4AX is very active, and is very QSA in the States.  The iB's 

come:in crowd, and SB1BU gives his sigs R7 to R9.  He has been 
QSO with AQE in the Pacific, on 20 metres.  In three days, be 
has had 35 QS0's, all DX, including 0A2UK, NU5ADO, etc., 
who told him RO to RA.  He has been received R6 by NI:67AT. 
4WW has a schedule with ARCX.  He has had numerous 

QS0's with the USA, five with the SB's, and °MAE, 4AA, 2AE, 
3AR.  Amongst the 05 QS0's DX of the month, we  an log 
0A7CW, 0A2TM, 0A2WB, 0A2AV, UA4BD, OPIAU, AF1B 
SAHG1, SVAYRE and SC2BL. 
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4ZZ has worked new couutries with NRCTO. N I2PZ, and AQE 
in the Galapagets Islands.  Also an interesting QS() with the 
whaler ARDI which is bound for Los Angeles, and with A R( X. 
on her returu travel via Cape Horn.  4Z1 has been reeeived R9 
by AF1I ni Saigon. 
Returnine to 4WW, he has received sigs from OH6AX‘V. R7. 

We hope the first ()So Hawaii -Belgium to be done shortly.  -MAN' 
has had a 1:13 schedule with AQE during a ninth when AQE was 
travelling from N.Z. to Panama.  The ship's operator was ever 
ready to keep the schedule; sig,s from 4WW were noted R7 to R9 
in all thr Pacific! 
4CK makes all the DX he wants, since be has got a Lf;vy aerial, 

and this with an input of only 12 watts; he has a spare Levy for 
20-metre werk, which is mounti.11 in three minutes.  (FR. OM !) 
4/%17 makes a big noise on 40 and 20 metrm.  He is known all 

the world over.  He keeps a si hedule all Wednesdays with SC3AG; 
the two stations have heard •fach other R6 to R8; another schedule 
all ‘Veducsdays at 18.00 G.M.T. with NJ2PZ, and another one all 
Sunday ne•rnings at 08.30 G.;11.T. with 0A4RB.  Besides, he can 
raise all IA, if wanted—and he wants! 

French Notes. 
By EFSPY. 

The Rt4eau des Emetteurs Francais shows actually a great 
activity in all circles. 
There has been two great events during the month. The first 

was an attempt of transmitting and retching in a coal mine at 
Bruay, 300 metres deep.  The party was under the supervision of 
M. Levassor (8JN), M. Galopin (MU), and M. Pepin (13J1?).  The 
transmitting gear used was under a raw A.C. input WO watts; 
the aerial was an horizontal one, inductively coupled to a Hartley 
device at half its total length; 80 metres far was the receiving 
station, equipped for reception of waves from 3.50 metres to 25.000 
metres. 
The results were practically nil.  No reception on any wave was 

possible; the receiving station got results from the local trans-
mitter, but that was all.  The (-All used by the operators was 
$REF, which is the general all for tests organised by the Reyseati. 
Another test is to be held shortly with 8,1C and 8FC. 
The second " boom " was the last DX to be done in Europe, 

i.e., the QS0 with Hawaii.  This was done by 8YOR who got 
in toueh on April 30 with OHOAX W.  8YOR and the Hawaiian 
talked freely during 11 hours; our friend was noted R5, and 
6AX W was R8 at times.  The Wseau is proud of the fact that 
one of its members did the tirst QS0 Europe-Hawaii; a special 
gift is to be given to :W M at the Paris Convention, on May 22, 
for his ì exploit." 
8YOR is now our best DX-er; some days ago, while tempting 

as usual to QS0 the 6th district U.S.A., he- reeeived 23 answers 
from that district just after a CQ ! Isn't it splendid ? 
I may signal that during the travels of NRRL, Fred Schnell 

heard, at Honolulu, the sigs of F8QQ, but didn't QS0; this was 
the first Luropean to be heard there. 
The 5-metre band is giving some good results; the A.C. note of 

8JN has been heard R6 at 10 kilometres, and expected at 40.  Till 
now, it seems that these waves support no reflection, arid that a 
station that wants to be heard must have a correspondent under 
sight  during the experiments of HJN, the correspondents were not 
separated by natural obstacles; signals were stronger when the 
transmitter was higher, and faded out when hidden by hills. 
$JR has made some very interesting tests in a balloon.  In 

general, the operators noticed an increase in QRK on all waves. 
SWY will experiment this summer a kite aerial, and ex pects 

much of it. 
8JF shares the laurels of our DX-ers; he keeps a splendid 

schedule with NUGHM; he has QS() with NU MF; also FE1HF, 
whose QRA is Clarke, c/o P.O., Aboukir, Egypt. 
8FIZ has been heard R9 by SUI0A. 
sPY is tempting to get results from a superregenerative set for 

the 5 metres, but he lives near an auto workshop; so, pity on 
him! 
4BM has QRT, owing to change of aerial, and will go back on 

the air using an Alexanderson. 

Austrian Notes. 
All QSL cards for Austrian amateurs are to be sent only via 

44 Radiowelt, Vienna III., Rudengas,se 11."  All cards are sent 
to the respective amateurs without any charge. AU English 
amateurs (see Editor's note- under " Calls Heard ") are invited 
to send their " Calls Heard" to tbe undermentioned weekly for 
publication.  Please note that the Radiottelt is the only radio 
periodical written in German, with special ()ages devoted only to 
short-wave uork, and is read not only in Austria, but also in greater 
extent in Serbia, Czecho-Slovakia, Roumania, Hungary, Poland, 
etc.  All QSL cards for the last-mentioned States may be also 
sent via  Radiowelt, Vienna."  In Austria there are now over 
one hundred active amateurs (all non-licensed; please send all 

cards under cover !), mostly working QRP, Lint .everal of theme 
QRO up to 400 watts, working regular schedules with Australia. 
U.S.A., etc.  Austrian identification letters are EA with two 
letters more (don't confound with EAR, please). 
We hope to get licences in short time.  The officially recognised 

organisation of Austrian "hams" is the "Oesterreichischer 
Versuchsseridervertiand, Ing.Col., F. Anderle, President." 
Calls heard to Radioreelt, Vein Ill., Rudengasse 11, Wein, 

Austria. 

Indian Notes. 
By 2KX, ex DCR. 

GENERAL—The chief event during the last quarter is the re-
allotment of call signs and wavelengths, the official wavelengths 
of the Indian amateur are 30 and 45 metres ; however, it is possible 
to get special permits for other waves.  The chief changes in call 
signs are :—ACS is now 2K W. FRJ is now 2KT and DCR is now 
2KX. 
2136.-213G reports a very successful season.  QS0 has been 

made with all continents and a total of 27 countries.  " Juice " is 
home-made and derived from a battery which supplies a motor 
generator giving 2,000 volts; vuaxinium power is 85 watts.  2BG 
will be no doubt known by stifle- of the very earliest " hams " at 
home ; he started radio .0 early as 1911 in Scotland and believes that 
his old 90 ft. masts are still standing near Aberdeen. 
2KT.  Probably better known as FR 1. reports a fairly successfu 

season.  He has been QS() with practically all countries East of 
India, also South Africa.  However, DX conditions with Europe 
are not good in Central India, with the exception of stray QS0's 
with SM, K and F.  He has drawn a blank with E stations. 
2K W reports excellent conditions prevailing and good DX; he 

has been QS0 with nearly all European countries on a power of 
80 watts.  2KW will be better known as ACS; he is now on 30 
metres and always ready for DX.  Hi ! 
2KX ceports very sorry to lose old call of  R, hut has already 

made 2KX known on the air.  Excellent schedules have been run 
with GRIM!: and SMTN since last December,  20 single words each 
way often worked with each station, recentiv QS0 was made with 
both OMIT and SMTN on 20 metres; this is behoved to be the first 
G and SM 20 metre QS() from India.  2KX total bag for the season 
is 37 countries all over 3,000 miles ; maximum power used 60 watts. 
2.JY has not reported, but IX knows that hc ha.: done some 

excellrnt work with hi  watter.  QS0's with AM are frequent 
and reports have been received from France and Australia.  (,..)101 
from trams are very annoying to 2.1Y. 
7VX reports conditions fair in Ceylon where he is. QS0 with 

OP is the best DX.  He transmits on 36 to 40 metres and will 
welcome ivports. 
The total active amateur transmitters in India is 8 and all are 
T. & R.  Hi ! ! We all find the " B m." vy I:B. 

Radio 2KX, ex DC R, 
Cambridge Barracks, 

Rawalpindi, India. 
To the Editor of T. & R. BLWATIN. 

DEAR SIR,--Herewith a complete list of active short ls are amateur 
transmitters in India.  The prefix Al has been AdcoPted generally. 
Our official wavelengths are 30 and 45 metres. 
2KT. —Lt. F. Rodman.  S.T.C. & Depot. Jubbulpore C.P., 

India. 
2KX. —R. J. Drudge•Coates, Cambridge Barracks, Rawalpindi, 

India. 
2KW. —L. E. P. Jones, " A " Corps Signak, Karachi, India. 
213G.--G. W. Benzie, Urrunabund Tea Estate, Udarband P.O., 

Cachar. 
2 J  J. Crooks, eft). Herbert, Ltd., 13. British Indian Street, 

Caleutta. India. 
2KJ.—D. B. Virmani, Simla Hotel. Lahore: India. 
2ZY..—R. Perkins, Bodyguard Lines. Raisina. nr. Delhi, India. 
2HP (Portable).—C. R. Cook, c o. Chief inspector, B.B. & C.L. 

Ajmeer, India. 
7VX.  F. Jolliffe, Frocester, Govirma, Ceylon. 

Dutch Notes. 
(Prepared by en-OCX). 

1•Vinter-time is now over, but the activities of the Dutch " hams " 
are still going strong.  It is to be hoped that this will be the last 
summer that we are transmitting without licences.  Perhaps the 
big Post and Telegraphy Congress at Washington in the coming 
October will bring us the end of our pirate's life.  ‘Vhat about the 
Zero calls we are using over here ? 
EnOVN has installed a 100-watter.  Has worked Brazil and 

is still using raw A.C.  Why not try a f.c.d.c. note, OM ? 
EnOWB was heard on the air again for some time ago.  Your 

voice was very weak OM ! Hi ! 
EnoTI-1 still works all Europe with 5 watts.  His steady, pure 

d.c. note is always reported vy QSA. 
EnOW.1, also with QRP., same good results as above. 
EnOPX has built a Hertz.  Is vy QSA with his 12 watts R.A.C. 

Has often worked U.S.A. 
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EnO WM has rebuilt and tills me that his " sunny sweet peep " 
works better than the old hay-wire(1 set.  Continues working all 
Europe %% ith 1 7 watts.  Keep it on, OM ! ! 
EnOCO still trying circuits, hut also made some QS0's. 
EnOCX still working on indoor aerial with 5 watts. 
Mind that A.C. stations are still boycotted by him ! ! 
EnR015. -This is a fine receiving station, seems to hear every 

station that exists in the world. 
En R030 is busy checking wavemetres. 
En R004 is now resistance amplified all civil.  Less disturbanc4 s 

by QRN than when using transformers. 

anish Notes. 
By ED7MT. 

713j is now working with c.c. ant has just (2Ro'd to 50 watts e. r. 

7E W has now finished his valve rectifier and is working with 
20-40 watts d.e.  He is now going to experiment with crystal 
control ; be and 7MT are now preparing the result of thrir QSS 
test from 10-4-27. 
7J() is rebuilding and will QR0 with a tuned plate, tuned grid 

and xmitter. and will possibly later be on with crystal control. 
He obtains very good results with a small indoor aerial  mrr re-
ceived him R6 on this affair while he was only R7 on the big aerial. 
7N1 -1 has carried out smile crystal control experiments this 

month and finds it very interesting but hard work ! He will build 
au xrnitter for c.c. experiments so that the Hartley set always 
will be ready for QS0.  HP has wairked AQ1MDZ and got R7, 
using 5 watts.  He now keeps regular schedules with •0IC on his 
trip to Buenos Aires and will also try to work SU lib regularly. 
7N1 has worked AQINIDZ and gut l<6, using 6 watts.  He has 

also worked France on 20 metres and got R9 FR ! 
77G works now with 50 watts and receives many QSA reports 

front the whole of Europe.  His best QS( ) is Fi-1C W.  Ile hopes to 
start up with 80 watts very soon. 
7ZEI is a new station in Aalberg.  7Z6 built the xmitter ; one 

of the first QS0's was HI M.  Q.RE was R7.  He uses a 
Hertz aerial on 44 metres and the power is 50 watts. 
7ZNI w‘irks a schedule with S13 lib each Saturday evening. 
OIC is a new Danish short-wave station operated by the operator 

on s.s. Oregon.  He has by radio told 7MT about his very good 
work.  On 7.5 watts he has worked a lot of DX stations—NE, 
. NI', etc.  Now he uses about 3.000 volts on the plate of a 

250-watt radiation tube.  His note is 1CW and best Q141 is 46 
and 37m.  He will be in Buenos Aires about the 6-6-27.  His 
best DX is 4,500 miles.  The xutitter is a Hartley and the ship 
aerial is used.  It consists of three wircs•  Loll 100 metres long. 
.1 daily schedule is kept with 7M F on the trip.  (.2S1_ can br sent 
via 7MT. 

Calls Heard, 
New Scheme to encourage World- Wide 

Interest. 

Contributors Please Note. 
For some time past we have considered the question 

as to how the usefulness of " Calls Heard " can be 
enhanced.  The number of lists submitted has in-
icreased so considerably that we hare been compelled 
to make the following decision :-

1. In future no Calls Heard emanating from " G " 
stations or which have their origin with members 
residing in the British hies will be published. 

2. Instead, our Calls Heard columns are open to 
Foreign amateurs only or those in the Dominions. 

3. Those British members or members resident in 
the British Isles who have lists of Calls Heard which 
they desire to be published will render amateurs a 
service by communicating them to members abroad 
saying what they wish.  A number of contributors 
to Calls Heard who handle such lists will be found in 
back numbers of the BULLETIN.  Select the Q.R.A. 
which i best for your list and send it to that member. 
4. In return we ask Foreign members or others 

who receive Calls Heard from our members to exchange 
their lists of" G " Calls Heard with them for publica-
tion in the BuLLETIN.  No Calls Heard received direct 
from the source of origin will be published. 

5. All Calls Heard should be headed with name, 
station and Q.R.A. and nothing else should appear 
on the sheet except the Calls Heard which should be 
in BLOCK capitals and numbers and arranged under 
the various international Prefixes. 

6. We will publish. the Q.R.A. of any »tenter 
resident abroad who can get British lists published. 

ri.NNI from I lER. 
DEAR " OM."—Enclosed here you will find some receptions of 

English stn's signals.  Hope this will be appreciate from your 
and my Friends. 
Date.  Tests.  QSB  Wave.  Q R K Time 

test g 2DX 
1AFF ug 6YD 

g212 
test g 5WV 
1CMX ug 5bk 
1PN1 ug 
CA g 5DH 
g5MS 

test g 2-V(2 

G.M.T. 
:32  6  23.06 
44  6/6  0310 
32  5  05.35 
44.3  5  04.15 

05.00 
22.15 
22.20 
23.00 

-II  5  23.25 

2AVB asks any British hams to send over their lists of calls to 
him and they will be published in QST.  The N.Y. Idegrarn and 
" Callzeard." 
QRA :—NU2AVB. 2805, 8th Avenue, Actoria, Long Island, 

N.V., U.S.A. 
Calls heard by NU2AVB, 2g05, 8th Ave.. Astoria, Long Island, 

N.V., U.S.A., on OVI since February : 
EG---2ce. 2db, 62dn, 2nh, 2tim, 291), 2rg, 2xy, 5ad, 5by, 5k1, 5mq, 

5mr, 5ms. 5tz, 5up, 5uw, 5ym, 6da, 61if, 6(_)0, 6ta, 6uz, 6ww. 
1-21t. 6inu.  -8af v. gba, Slit, 80, six, SA 8udi, Synb, 8yor, 

8jhp.  8tna.  EH  N33, y2, y8, zi, wi, u3, v33, -tau, 
rk, ww, vz, zz.  ofin, ()fp.  igw, ier, ice. 

iae, 'aj, 3gb, 11.  F.K  4abg.  Pse QRK run 2AVB.  QSL 
if yfin hear me. 

Germanv. —Calls heard of German origin may be sent for publica-
tion to C. LAMM (1)1;TV). I )eutscher Funkterhnischer Verb and EV, 
Berlin ‘N 57, Blumenthalstrage 19, Germany.  German stations 
receiving " G " stations will publish " Calk Heard " in the lit-L-
it:TIN. 

2kf, 21z, 211m, 2fid, 2sz, 511,  5sz, 5xy, tinf, 6uz. 
W. 11Ft- K F R, Camp Street, Temora, New South Wales, 

Australia. 
Calls heard by AI-2K X, Cambridge Barracks, Rawalpindi (Via 

2xy, 2qh, 2oq, 2kf, 2gy, 2od, 2sz, 5gq, 5yx, 
5vp, fiuy, 5uw, fvin, 5xo, 5xy, 5kh, 5111s, 5kii, 5qv, 6ta, 600, tivp, 
tihx, 6yu.  TAIL  GW— 14.  laao, 2ahm, 
417., 6jii, 87-g, 9cpm. 
Calls heard by N. Dot.urx, Paskeviteha 6. Tiflis, Caucase, U.S.S.R. 

Russia.  (Heard 1-20 April. 1927).  G-2p. 2rg, 2sw, 5nj, 5uw, 
5x1, 5xy, 6pu.  Full details on request.  Receiver 0-V.1. 

Off Malta, February 11, 1927 : G2N1A,  Gs2RG, GOBR. 
3s0 miles East of Malta. FebriarY 13. 1927 : GOWQ, G2CC, G6UZ, 
t;7).11). 6513Y, G2AO. G2RG, (;2V J.  Nlarch 10, 1027 : Arabian 
S. Lat. 21-30 North. Long. 59-37 East : G6V P.  Suez, March 20 : 
(,2(,.)B.4;2R(.  Please QS1.  ia (1Z. 

Calk heard in 1.atviA.  F.Ittrarted from Latvian Radio by 
By I<C2A -  2.1v, (2gv, 2gy, 21t. 5rna, Sins, 5mq, 5ys, 

511j, 61j, Oiz.  By KC211: G-2dii, 2nj, 51d, 511w, 5wq, (hp, 6ko, 
6xs, tiza, 6zrn, gctlgy, 6nx. gi2it.  By KC2K : G-2cc, 5ku, 5xd, 
6dr, 6ko.  BY KC2r: 51d, tijy, 6ko. 6rik.  By KC2U: G-2ay, 
24-e, 29v. 2wj, 2wr, 2xy, 5ad, 5gq, 5kli, 51d, 5ku. 5ma, 5rz, 5td, 
5nw, 5yx, 6da, fifd, 6iy, 6js, 61e, 61r, 600, 6ta, 6uz, 6vj, Oyd, 6yv, 
67-a, 6xs. 

Correspondence 0 

Instructions to Correspondents. 

We are always glad to hear from members.  Corres-
pondence published in these columns should be written 
clearly on one side of the paper and marked " For 
Publication." 
All correspondence should be addressed to the 

Editor, T. & R. BULLETIN, who reserves the right to 
refrain from publishing any material which is lacking 
in general interest or for other reasons. Correspondence 
for publication will not be acknowledged. 
Correspondence must be kept reasonably brief. 
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A QRP TEST. 
Jo the Editor of T. & IL ntAil-. TIN. 

(al January 27 a %Try interesting QR)' test was mad4. be 
to the American yacht •4 N4'arrior" (K FSX) then at Colombo, 
Ceylon.  '1'111- H.T. of the receiver at I g•R was keyed and a trans-
mission made on 39.$ metres to liFSX it Coloniho, a distance 'If 
1,71)0 miles.  Signal.; were reported as R2 fra(Lv, the reeeiver was 
a U-V-1. Reinartz using 75 volts on tu V2-I valves. 

(Signed) R. J. 1)ar taai.-CoaTt s.  I A.R. 

To the Editor Ht1. & R. Bin.i.k  s. 
DEAR OM'S.—Firstly let me batik up every NA on] G*21:1I Sa ri 

about complaints in the N1.11%-11 IiI'LLETIN, and carry on. 
know there is discontent on the mainland over representation 

of districts, but surely this lies with the members themselves to 
rectify, if they_ want ? We  foreigners " here are perfectly con-
tentea ! 
About missing ()SI. cards.  I know of a case of a " T.  

member applying dirett to"J (lee. 8 " and he got some l( nig overdue 
cards from various countries. 
1 don't know the cause of contention why " J. des 8 " will not 

forward " G " rards, but surely if they were approached somehow, 
a big bunch k of cards might suddenly conic to light, and in virw of 
thy above fact, the experiment might be triml from Headquarter... 
I have quite a number owing here from foreign stations myself. 
and I owe none, not even to  ! 
I wonder if you could reprint from WirdeAs World. Exeter's 

specifica tion of the Arm-4 ruis t ratismit ter in the T. & R. Rt U.ETI ? 

Since I built it and u•;ing QRP, I hive done better than I ever 
hoped to do. and others might benefit. 
Here in jersey 2a, 6111. and 61417 all rebuilt till this. and excellent 

results have been got (5A W will probabl do so next leave on shore) 
—and as all its1-.1 the same circuit beton!, it just slit ay.: what lay-out 
can do. 
On 8 watts and using harmonic aerial, I ha  %e been lucky in 

getting across to NU, NE. and several of the outlying European 
countries. and near Africa and Nsia, 
This idea might not be feasible, but it holds great possibilities— 

it might even hr rewritten with constructional details, as so far as 
I know, nothing of this type has yet appeared in the Bi•Li TIN 
except my own artide, showing wiring of rebuilt Mark III trans-
mitter. 
Many hams winild ‘velcome such a constructional lay-out 

Yours faithfully, 
A. M. Ilottstori Friaals, 

PROCEDURE. 
To the Editor of T. & R. 13tita.k.iis. 

I was:very much interested in ZiN.I's article on Procedure in 
the January I3T1.LFTIN. Al have myself noticed the same points 
as he mentions.  May I advance a suggestion with regard to speed 
of sending and repetition of words.  The practice of sending the 
audibility figure after the " K " in answering a call is extensivelv 
used in commercial and military procedure.  For instance, a station 
ABC answering XYZ and recetving him at strength let7 would 
send " XYZ de ABC AR K7."  Could not amateurs send a 
" readability figure " after the  K " in answering calls.  It 
obvious that a station receiving an R4 signal throu 0 heavy QRM 
and QRN cannot receive at the same speed as when the air is clear 
of interference.  Therefore, the audibility figure is no guide to the 
readability of the signal.  I would suggest that for any signals 
under readability 7 speed should be ten words per minute or less, 
and that for those under readability 5, words should be repeated 
twice, the speed being lowered as the readability figure drops.  At 
readability 9 the transmitting station could send at. any speed he 
liked  Thus, British *2EA answering 2EB and feeling capable of 
receiving at 1R words 3 minute or thereabouts would send " 2E11 
de G2EA AR K8."  Hoping that this suggestion may be of some 
use.  Yours faithfully, 

I). Garwv- vitrz (('5GW). 
H.M.S.  Excellent," Portsmouth. 

MYST I' KY sTATR)Ns. 
A  XPLANATI( ! 

To the Editor of T. & R. la i.t.t "TN. 
DEAR OM,--For several months I have been amused by 2ZC's 

remarks about the " U,EA " stations that he has been receiving, 
and as no one has yet enlightenexl him I think it is time for me 
to do so.  Take, for example, that" mystery " station " LT.-VIED." 
Draw two close parallel tines and between them fill in the Morse 
characters in approximately their efnereet. proportions. 
Now examine the white spaces, and lo and behold ! part of a 

test call front our friend 6M1'. who has apparently succumbed 
to using the sparing wave method of keying ! The "1" in the 
prefix  has apparently got lost, but the form " EL4E1) " noticed 
by 2Z(' puts that right.  Similarly. " ELFFITALT " appear to 
be the " backwash " of a " G2 " station,  Be the way, I should 
be glad of a report from anyone hearing " EA4VU "  23 metres ! 

713's. 
M. F. j. Samoa., 

16, Blenheim Road, N. W.8 

To the Editor of T. & R. BULLETIN. 
On my return from abroad my attention has been drawn to a 

letter publiAed in the T. & R. licia_rriN for May, written 
apparently by Mr. D. E. Campbell, 45. Wellington Road, Enfield, 
Middlesex, in which he mentions my name. 
Apparently my education is not quite complete as it is impossible 

for me to understand the letter in question.  Perhaps you can 
translate it for me.  I imagine that Mr_ Campbell is claiming that 
he has been allottPd my old call and that I am receiving his cards. 
If this is so, he has made a mistake, as he states his rail Ls G5AV 
whereas my old (-all lavas GSA U.  I surrendered this call some 
twelve months ago but I am still rc flying lards as per the enclosed 
received to-tlay, and I have no knowledge as to whom my old a all 
C.5AU, has been allotted.  If Mr. Campbell's (all is (-.5.Av, and 
I have been receiving his earth, then it is high time he traiNinitted 
his call correctly, 
I imagine that it would only be a reasonable act of courtesy 

if before writing a letter such as that published, the writer would 
ommunicate with the person whose name he mentions therein. 

Yours truly, 
W. H. GoonmaN. 

Ntatiaging I )irector. 
Dubilier Condenser Co., Ltd. 

Ft). NOTE. —1 t is obvious that Mr. Campbell ha made an error 
in his conclusions concernina Mr. (;oodman's intentions regarding 
• his QSL cards.  We certainly think that Mr. Campbell should 
watt ii his key more closely and sev what he signs. 

To the Editor of T. & R. 1417 LLETIN. 
I have the honour to bring it to N'our notice that my signals. 

transmitted on a wavelength of 30 metres, were received by Mr. 
Ern Wenser, 6, Harding Street, Ascot Vale. Melbourne, VI,- toria, 
Australia.  Tie transmitter ti,ed in this test was no other than a 
home-made Reinartz, 0-V-1 receiver.  The signals were trans-
mitted to Anstralia by putting a telegraphieallyke in the plate 
circuit with less than nO words on the plate of a Marconi 1)13.5b 
valve., burning at about 4 volts. on aceount rif discharge battery, 
instead of 5 to 6 volts, as specified by makers.  I believe by this 

we have established a reeord on low powers  Mr. 
Ern Wensor reports my signals at 3 strength very steady. no 
fading, and nice to copy with a pure 1).C. note.  I was using 
Ever-ready .11 volt flash lamp Indian•made batteries for my plate 
$upply.  I am, 

Yours faithf)t.il  
y'rl, s. 1  RMASI (Radio 21<j). 

To the Editor of T. & R. But. m m. 
Dig_mt Sut.— Will -you please insert the following  t. 

in your paper :— 
Following QS0's, Belgian amateurs BV8, M2 and 4RK claim 

QSL's front the following  2QC,  42VS, 2F.C. 21.Z. 
2VQ, •2‘"1., 2NT, 5WI, 5YK, 51:F, MVP, 611Y, MA, 6VP. 

6K N. 6J1.  Ireland— 5W1), ON X , 
Please QSL. %IA RB. I I, Rue tlu Congries, Bruxelles. 
Thanking you in anticipation. 

antiounrenien 

J. R V HARD. 

To the _Editor of T. & R. Itirt.t.tinv. 
Dr AR OM, - I think (AWL is fully justified in the txiint he raises 

over exaggerated R strengths, especially where  rft;ictiers are 
concerned, though 1 rannot agree regarding the "sri QM, QSS, 
and c1RM " exactly. 
I have had a :Lies of B or N stations coming in R7, fsay, and 

then my nearest neighbour (F) starts in with RIO,  and the original 
ham sounds weak, in a 4)Itiparisson. 
As far as QSS i concerned, rs, N's, and B's have been noticed 

to fade front, say, R8 to RI, and at times lower. 
If one"  s o wn StatiOn is being received under sitnilar conditions, 

and if a floubt exiiits, I suppty.are it is only human to try and please, 
and the highest R is given. 
As I claim inv station to be tbr furtbrit south G station, it will 

be seen that bring near RAC hams, I get most of them at full 
strength, and there is no exaggeration when some of them are 
concerned.  (Hi !) 
A point is puzzling me, and perhaps some other hams may be 

interested, and be able to give a ruling ? 
12.ZC stands high, unsereened, aerial pointing NNE., loose end 

North. and I ha ‘t, only to call a BNI; or I station. and get a QSO. 
61.IZ is screened from the North. stands low, aerial pointing N, 

with loose end South, and has only to call SM. Ireland, etc., and he 
gets a QS0. 
6HZ worked his first Italian last month, and 27C has never )et 

worked SM. and in a year has only logged three. 
Seemingly what is a blind spot for one, isn't for the other.  Why ? 
I found this island very directional on some long waves, as an 

aerial erected on low ground brought ia Birmingham (BBC) and 
Glasgow was silent. 
on high ground (just above) Glasgow, on the same set was UK, 

and Birmingham silent. 
Five miles separate 27.0 and 611Z, and each station has noticed a 

derided inclinatit at to get " types of R strengths " from different 
dirretitinS, 

A. M. HQUSTON FERGUS. 
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10 CONTROL 
KLET-Iiree 

Every radio amateur requires an 
authoritative guide to the correct elec-
trical operation of his receiver.  Here 
you have the opportunity of obtaining 
such a booklet entirely free.  Just fill 
in and send the coupon below and a 
copy will be.sent to you by return-

's Radio Control" has been prepared 
by the Weston Electrical Instrument 
Co., Ltd., who, for the past 30 years, 
have been universally acknowledged 
as the  leading  manufacturers of 
accurate electrical measuring instru-
ments.  Since the inception of radio 
the Weston Company have examined 
carefully every phase in its develop-
ment and with each succeeding stage 
of progress have designed and pro-
duced appropriate instruments  to 
assist the efforts of radio engineers. 

Now the result of many years' radio 
experience is placed at your disposal. 
" Radio Control" will  show  you 
definitely how appreciable economies 
may be effected in the operation of 
radio receivers and how improved 
reception may be obtained at the 
same time. 

To-day is not too soon —cut out and 
post the coupon now. 

W ESTON 
STANDARD THE WORLD OVER 
Pioneers since 1888 

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,Ltd. 
15 GT. SAFFRON Hill.. E.C.1. 

Apple :tilos) for free copy of booklet I' Radio 
Control" from 

NAME  

.‘1)1)R1 

• 

T.* R. 

• 

Qs!.  R Ds. 

/ ft the Itdtitor of 1'  R. lir/AAA IN, 
I /F M( Slit,  Svvcral letters ha‘e refelitly appeared regarding 
yards Het tur ning up. • 

It has always been Inv  wnd a QSI. card to every 
station worked or who Tyr 'r Is on my signals, though the 
pliment N not alwa-, returned. 
Mere ‘vall paper olk. tions are not wanted in every case, and 

from my own point, it ports on my own !...ignals are of the greatest 
use in caviling t ertain data I am trying to gather togi.ther. 
A '8G " ham told mr recently that by viriting  "J des g " 

several rards of over one year's standing turned up from %-arieus 
countries, but this ought not to hold now. 
Un the other hand, a foreigner tells me that he sk.nt me three 

cards rut T. N R., and only the second and third have arrived here. 
give below a list of cards due to me during thy past two years. 

to all of whom I sent cards  riDY, 5GS. °RV, WIC, 
F8APO,  ?O W, AB M', $IMJ, gFT, 861)13, 8.1141<, BP7, 08, 
2.SSK,  4VU, NuPNI, 11CO. R-N, 1I)M, 1NA, KJ', -1V0, 
4.\ U. UWSP, LAIE, FM. IN, El 2X  NE8RG. 
Should any of my own cards not ha % •• arrived at their destination, 

I shall be glad to send fresh ones. 
Yours faithfully, 
A. M. HOUSTON FERGUS, G2ZC. 

(T, & R. ARRIA. 
ED. NOTE. — We do not propose to publish any more letters 

of this description.  We rea.,:ret that we are forced to this decision 
by the very considerable amount of correspondence of this nature 
which we are receiving. 

REPORTS WANTED BY EllOOC. 
To the Editor of T. &  lit-Leen:v. 

DEAR SIR, —MT. A. Wyss, an official of my staff, is allowed to 
operate a small powered short wave transmitter in the laboratory 
of the Radio Service of the Swiss telegraph direction placed under 
nw control. 
Me transmitter is equipped for telegraphy on pure and tonic 

C. W. and for telephony.  I us input is 64 rep. 20 watt and the wave-
length used about :12 metres.  The Radio-Berne prograMMCS 
are relayed regularly on Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays 
from 20.30 to 21.45 H.S.T.  The call is EHOOC. 
May I ask you to bring the above notice to the knowledge of the 

member OM, of your society and to draw their attention to our 
experimental transmissions, in order to get some QSI.. reports on 
thcAn.  The meipt of any such report will Lx' acknowledged with 
our QSL card. 
Our transmitter is a MeSIW SYMInt̀triral one, with two 5R.S. 

Telefunkrn valves, an input of 80 M. A. undcr SOO volt in telegraphy 
and 40 M. A. under 500 volt in telephony.  "l he modulation relies 
on the fleising principle, and two B. I. valves from Telefunken 
are used as modulators  The aerial is energised on his I '3 funda-
mental X.  It c.-onsist of a six wirrs cage 15 in. long connected 
to a counterp Ilse of 8 wires of 8 metre-. hing each and arranged in a 
fan shape.  The cage is inclined about 45 degs, 
Up to now, after a few days' tratisini ions, we got 7 QSL reports 

from England, one from Norvege, one from Holland, and one from 
Germaliv. 
Trusting that these few notes may retain your attention, I 

henoured with your prompt reply. 
Yours faithfully, 

La Direction Cit6it'rale des Telegraphes, 
Rio. Le service Radio-ilectrique. 

E. NUSSBAUM, 

hope to by 

Berne, Sw'itzt'rhuul. 

IIERTZ ANTENNAS. 

To the Editor of T. N R. BULLETIN. 

DEAR SIR, —With regard to the points raised by Mr. A. G. Wood 
in connectien with the above subject in the BUI.I.V TIN of April. 
he will fled this matter gone into in some detail in my article in 
" Experimental Wireless" for March,  but I should like to 
add a note or two in reply to Mr. Wc.)od's questions. 
He is in error in supposing that there is a node of current at the 

centre of the double-feeder system, as indicated in his Figure 2a. 
The C and V diap.:ram is the same as in Fig. La, and the length of 
horizontal wire is the s.inie.  The aerial can, of rourse, be worked 
harmonically, in which case there are a larger number of loops, 
but the conditions at the ends and centre must always be the same. 
For example, if the horizontal wire is three times as long, and the 
wavelength the same, the aerial i being worked on it third har-
monic. and this is also true it the length of the aerial is unaltered 
while the wavelength is rcduced to one-third.  All these effects 
can be perfectly drinonstrated with a stretched wire which is caused 
to vibrate inevhanicallv by passing alternating current through it 
in tlX presence of a magnetic 'field.  The wire actually assumes 
the shape of the current diagram for the corresponding aerial, 
and can be made to vibrate at its fundamental frequency, or any 
harmonic. 
The feeder is not part of the aerial, as the field due to the tw• 

lines very nearly canerls out as far as radiation is concerned.  It 
is simply a means of transferring energy.  I think Mr. Wood weuld 
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be advised to sub.-titute the circuit, shown lw me in the issue of 
" Experimental Wircles " rer-ferrell 
The condensvr is, purely for adjusting the eke trial Icngth of the 

feeder, this being a more, convenient method lin a wet night than 
going out and tacking on or cutting on bits of wire.  The ammeter 
reading has no fixed relat1011 to the true aerial current, but with any 
given aerial indicates when the feeder is correct.  The acrial itself 
is presumed to be correct when its length is first chosen. 
rhe chief disadvantage of the aerial loading coils is that they 

make the determination eif the electrical length of the aerial a 
matter of difficulty, but that they do not to any extent detra. 
from the efficiency is shown by the fact that 5 watts into such an 
arrangement worked most of the world in a short time. 
It should be noted that in the article referred to above, Figs. 

2 and 3 have inadvertently been transposed. 
In conclusion, the double.feeder system is undoubtedly sounder 

than the single-feeder, provided it is used co me- tly, and once the 
functions of the various parts are clearly understood it is extremely 
easy to operate. 

Yours faithfully, 
MARCUS G. SCROGGIE. 

19, St. Mildred's Road, 
Lee, S.E.12. 

To the Editor of T. & R. BULI.F.'1 IN. 
DEAR SIR,  1 have carefully read 5YM's kiwi reply to mv queries, 

and it has certainly eleared the air considerably.  I might mention 
that my diagram 2 and 2.i iii ti  April M ILE -11N was meant to 
represent a full wave Hertz. hence the introduction of loading 
coils to reduce the overall length.  However. I found that. system 
very unsatisfactory and have since imstalled a half-wave current 
fed arrangenient. 
I agree with 5YM that the shorter the wavelength, the looser 

the coupling, but there is another pe.)int which oci urs to me and 
which the experience of other experimenters would be welcome. 
That is the L C ration of the coupling coil. 
When I erected the new aerial, it was cut to the measured length 

and was apparently too long.  I found that a coupling coil of 
low L/C ratio—i.e., taro rapacity—was superior to high L/C. 
Since the aerial was too long for my crystal controlled wave, and 
was therefore considerably out of tune, it seemed to me that a 
higher current would feed it better, since the resistance was lower. 
On the other hand, when the aerial is in tune with the drive, then 
the resistance would rise to a high value, and therefore a higher 
voltage would be required to feed it efticientiv. obtained by in-
creasing the L'C ratio of the coupling coil.  This theory seems to 
be borne out in practice. 
With the aerial cut to the correct length, allowing for the feeder 

wire displacement. I find resonance is very sharply defined, with a 
hot-wire meter across the centre point insulate-Jr.  With 10ii watts 
input I obtain approximately .75 amperes with about .25 amperes 
in each feeder. 
Upon removing the meter, however, from the centre point. I 

cannot get any appreciable current in the feeders, although when 
short-circuited with a screwdriver, there is a considerable pd. 
between them.---a short way away from the coupling coil. 

g2it, enh. g2vq, g2oq, g?.xv, g42wj, gt!oi, gMiv, Ohs, gad 
g5rns, g5mq, g5wq. Ogg, giku, g3qh, g5uw, grevi, g5qp, g6oge 
g6ry, g6pa, gtpi.I, gwilb. 112a. Ine33, letzz, b4rs. b3uu, by2, 
eilda, frnSit, f8ui, fSgi, fspr, fsft. Pitts faSrra, sjb, plat, p3fz. 
plaj, rchfp, bzlaj, W W1, (Iwo, r9cp, prlau, sa7wo, (leek, wwdo, 
kfsx, ao32, jaad, axiiii.— All heard by NUIA0F. 

EXCHANGE & MART. 
Many amateurs are on the look-out for second-hand 
apparatus at a moderate figure.  Look through your 
junk and see what you have worth selling and turn it 
into money.  This is your best medium for disposing 

of your surplus experimental gear. 

TANTALUAL —Tantalum metal sheet for .\ .C. 
rectifiers.  Blackwell's Metallurgical Works, 

Livet pool. 

Sell It Lice This! 
" Very many thanks  generator sold by telegram 

half an hour alter BULLETIN arrived by post  kl2ree 
other prospective purchasers within two days.  i3's, 
A. H. WitasoN (G-2 WN)." 
The above refers to the result of a small ad. 

in our Exchange and Mart columns.  Can anybody 
beat it ? 11 not, why not try 'd 

I presunic tlw introdue tion of the centre point meter doe,n't 
effect ?h. %%avelength of the wire. but sine e I cannot meamire 
the If (It r current \vitt) the centre j som! meter fait, I'm riot time sure 
on the subject. 
Thanking you for talking up so inue h valuable space in the 

BuctErtN, and 5Y1.11 Itir his kind itot-sistance, I remain, 
Your truly, 

A. (.. Vow), 5RZ. 
93. Upper Tulse 11111. London, S.W.2. 

HERTZ ANTENNAS. 

To the Editor of T. & R. 

DEAR STR, —ln the February issue I notice an article by B. J. 
Axhen ott the subject of " Short Wave Aerials," in which he des. 
cribes a peculiar phenomenon and offers an explanation thereof. 
Since this seemed to me highly improbable, I examined his specifica-
tion more closely and found that the aerial acted precisely as theory 
would predict.  As Mr. Axhen points out, the aerial is 45.8 metres 
long, corresponding to a wavelength of about 46-47 metres.  It 
is a full wave Hertz, and therefore has voltage at the middle. 
Henri., Mr. Axhen was not likely to be able to transfer energy 
with inductive coupling.  If he were. to use a voltage feeder to 
the middle of his loading coil he would find the aerial take plenty 
of power at 45 metres. 
At. 37 metres the aerial is acting as a ti-4 wave Hertz, which ha.s 

current at its middle and therefore works well with inductive 
oupling.  If you think an article on the subject to be worth while 
1 should be pleased to get one up.  (Yes, please. —En.). 

A. E. W ALKER, GO W W. 

ulletin Standing 
Notices. 

A II members are asked to read carefully the following 
nntices Infore writing. 

Always write your letters relating to different 
subjects on separate sheets of paper.  Do not send 
in an order to the Sales Department and ask 
somebody else a question in the same letter or ask 
a question about your licence. 
When sending cheques or postal orders do not em-

body payment in respect of several items in one sum, 
but make out separate sums for the various items. 
Orders for all article% except enamelled emblems 

should be addressed to the Sales Manager and 
nobody else, and cheques should be made payable 
to Sales Department, T. cat R. BULLETIN.  Cheques 

and orders for enamelled badges should be made 
payable to the Secretary, Radio Society of Great 
Britain, and also subscriptions. 
Questions concerning licence matters should be 

addressed to the Hon. Secretary. 
Reports concerning other activities should be 

addressed to your Area Manager. 
Changes of QRA should be addressed to C. A. 

Jamblin, Esq., QRA Manager, 82, York Road, 
Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk, and these will be 
embodied in a monthly report in the BULLETIN, 
and will be noted by Headquarters. 
QSI, cards should be forwarded properly aueiressed 

and stamped in the case of known QRA's to QSL 
Manager, Radio Society of Great Britain, 53, 
Victoria Street, S.W.  In the case of the free 
delivery countries, however, it is only necessary 
to address the card and not to stamp it. 
When corresponding with the Editor T. & R. 

BULLETIN,  and if a reply is required, always 
send a stamped addressed envelope unless you are 
sending an article for publication.  Replies cannot 
be guaranteed unless this rule is observed. 
Read these notices month by month in order to 

ensure that no chance takes place without your 
k now Ie4e. 

1  1 
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ITH the distinct advantage of 
vv over 35 years Battery manu-

facturing experience, it is not 
surprising that the C.A.V. H.T. ac-
cumulator has proved itself in every 
way superior to other makes. 

C.A.V. H.T. accumulators are not built 
of the ordinary test tubes, but tubes of 
special design and material assembled 
to eliminate intercell current leakage, 
which is so common amongst block 
form accumulators.  The exclusive 
design of C.A.V. H.T. accumulators 
provides a path of intercell leakage 
which is more than 9". 

To prove our absolute confidence in these ac-
cumulators, we guarantee, if you are not satisfied, 
to accept return within 21 days from purchase 
date, and refund money in full, provided battery 
is returned intact to the Agent from whom it was 
purchased. • 

C.A.V. H.T. accumulators will last for years, 
and only need recharging approximately every 
four months. They give bigger volume and are 
silent in operation. 

Size8  x 7 x 71 ins. high. 
60 Volts 

Supplied fully charged ready for 
immediate use and with distilled 
water filler  ... 601-
Also supplied in 30 and 90 volts, at pro rata prices. 

Our Illustrated Catalogue vill be supplied on 
application. 

ate 
A CTO N . LONDON .W. 

BU LLE TI N  ADVE R TISE RS  ARE  YO UR  HELPERS. 
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Built for better reception 

For"' •2-volt accumulator 
P.N1.1 H.F. 0.1 amp. 1411-
P.11.1 L.F. 0.1 amp. 14/-• 
P.M.1A 
(Resist. Capacity) 

0.1 amp. 14 - 
P.N1.2 (Power) 

0.15 amp. 18 6 

For 4-volt accumulator or 3 
dry (Ali 

P.N1.3 (General Purpose) 
0.1 amp. 14f-

P.N1.3A (Resist. Capacity) 
0.1 amp. 14 - 

P.N1.1 (Power 0.1 amp. 18 6 

For ti-volt accumulator or 4 
dry cells 

P.M.5X (Genvral Purpose) 
0.1 amp. 14,-

P.M.511 'Resist. Capacity' 

0.1 amp. 14 -1'.N1.6,1%t%\eri 0.1 amp. 18 6 

Super power valve s fur Lt 
L.F. Stagy 

P.N1.24 
(4 volts, 0.23 amp„ 22 6 

P.NI.̀256 
%-olts, 0.625 amp.) 22 6 

Note the great  length 
of the  Mullard  P. M. 
Fila ment supported by 
resilient hooks within 
the  field of  the  grid 
and anode. 

IN both long and short wave reception Mullard P.M. 
Valves give improved re-

sults.  The copious emission 
of the Mullard P.M. Filament 
has never been equalled.  It 
serves you longer, gives ex-
treme sensitivity and  pure, 
strong amplification.  Ask for 
particulars of the complete 
range of Mullard P.M. Valves. 

Mullard 
THE • M ASTER • VALVE 

The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Denmark Street, W.C.2 
• ••-
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